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Preface

The papers presented here are ones resulting from a Doctoral

Seminar'in the Department of Educational Psychology, Measurement

and Research designed to have as its main focus professionaliza-

tion of doctoral candidates. As the director of thg seminar for

the Fall Quarter, 1971, I invested much time in consultation with

colleagues and students about alternatives for the seminar. The

issues presented in these papers are a part of the total choices

offered or agreed upon by professors and studenls.

The papers as written represent the stage of development of
1

various students at that time. A rewd.ting at a later time will

probably reflect differences in content, context, and other im-

portant elements for certain of the authors.

It seems that the adequate dissemination of certain doctoral

seminar reports could be of substantial assistance to students

andrindesscrs in planning for future seminars in many institu-

tions.

The general areas treated in these papers are:

1) In gration-Desegregation

hics

) Behavior Modification

4) Accountability

Following each paper is a very limited n bei of selecttd references.

The limit on the number of references was intention:Al so that one is

non inundated with source material. Some _view this as a limita-



tion, but it is viewed as an asset for the "unseasoned," the experi-

enced and meibers of other disciplines desiring to use these papers

or become initially acquainted with the topics treated.

Thomas M. GoOlsby, Jr.

Athens, Georgia, 1972

M.
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INTRODUCTION

Frederick E. Woodall

Universityof Georgia

The papers presented here are in five sections-with the intent to

review soae current topics in educational psychology and raise questionsPN
concerning the investigation and implementation of the findings. The

main concern of each writer seems to have been to enhance the educational

environments in public education towards more effective and efficient

learning.

One nation-wide focus in education at this time is the total inte-

gration of the public schools. What is happening in some schools concern-

ing integration is directly treated in an article entitled "Segregation--

Alias Special Education." Are the students in Special Education classe

getting what they need? Are the students. in lecial Education there be-
,

cause of a need or-art-they there for expediency? Do the schools utilize

e.
the' Special Education programs effectively? These are a few of the ques-

tions.Weshner asks in her,review of this very vital public school program.

4 After reading Weshner's paper, the reader may well ask about the ethi-

cal standards in public education. Following the Wqhner paper, the first
4

of two articles is a review of the recen t pUblication of ethical standards

by the American Psychological Association' t Two basic questions are raised

by Gram concerning this professional statement of ethics 1) are ,they justi-

qiab).e and 2) will they help or hinder? While Gram is more concerned-with

research and therapeutic ethics, the second article by Nunnelly the

ethical question to the public schools. Nunnelly questions the ethics of
,

tile cumulative records kept by all public schools. It is Nunnelly's con-
.-

tention that such -private inroads into an individual's life shouldnot-
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be open so readily_ to, ersons other than those few professionals who

would be working confidentially with the student. Further examination

Srielding standards of reporting the confidentiality are needed as well
A

as a concise statement concerning the availability of such records.

The next,group of papers includes articles on classroom techniques

and teacher motivation that may prove to be the best facilitators of

learning. The first paper by Carter explains that the teacher is ulti-

mately responsible for the behavior in the classroom. When the teacher

assumes this responsibility there should be a good medel of instructions

to follow that would predict satisfactory outcome. Carter opens the

section of behavior modification indicating that direct implementation

of behavior techniques in shaping behavior are badly needed, i.e., eli-

minating inappropriate behavior with reinforcement of "good') behavior

and thereby changing the amount of learning by active participation by

the students.

Going a step further into behavior modification Garland presents

the second article as an overview of the direct method of shaping. This

paper moves more into the area of direct manipulation of the classroom

environment in order to make the educative process "more realistic, iden-

tifiable, measurable, and predictable."

The next two papers present some explanations of behavior modifica-

tion theory. The first paper'by.Shigley is an. update of "Skinnerian

Theory" with some discussion of Beyond Freedom and'Dignity by B.F. Skin-

"ner. In the second paper, Rogers, reviews Beyond Freedom and Dignity with

some individual interpi.etations of the material., This paper brings the.

reader a theoretical orientation and asks the question of "Why" the edu-

cational process will not or cannot implement suctioa system.
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The last series of articles is concerned basically with the ac-

countability of education. One of the writers asks who is accountable,

for what, and to

Each paper in

system as a whole

s section is an indictment of the educational

the professional educator as an individual--

In the st paper Katz proposes that the main problem in determin-

ing the7accountability in education lies in the ineffective institutional

design, the administrators of education. Far too much energy of gerson-
.

nel is wasted because the school administration has not seen fictt?deal

directly with the,problems of effective education.' As.Katz so effect-
.

ively points out, teachers are What the administration mdkeathem and

students suffer and gain accor:ingly.

Teacher effectiveness may welldepen,' on the results obtained

through resea.ca in Educational Psychology according to Ellett's paper.

The educative process needs more efficient research in learning and

teaching to benefit the teacher and the student. TO put it blUntly,

educational research is failing to obtain the basic answers to what

is effective educational procedure and how to measure teacher compe-

tency.

Vance realistically discusses the expectations and job performance

exemplified in the role of school psychologist. According to Vance the"

schools expect the school psychologist to be expert in about eleven

areas while he is expected to perform on a subservient leVel of adminis-

tration which then disregards his preparation. Vance concludes that the

first problem educators must face is role definition and job description

matching competency - expectations ith level of task-and subsequent res-pect." J
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A loiical step from Vance's paper would be the area of how peo-

ple respect the "professional educator." IR the final article pre-

sented, Dalton strikes out at tLe public for demanding such high

standards of excellence and paying such little respect for this

great competency in such a difficult. field.

While the whole field of education must be held accountable

for the success of each individual student, the public must be held

accountable for the success of the field of education. As Da2ton

expresses it, accountability will professionalize education but who

is accountable for the support of the professional educator. Educa-

tion will move ahead in the desire to become more and more compezent

as professionals but someone, someday is going to have to pay the

piper.
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-sl-
urs% Segregation -- Alias: 'Special Education"

N-
C; Margaret C. Veshaer

UAO
University of Georgia

C

On MAy 17, 1954; in handing down a decision in Brown Board

of Education of 1.9111,1, the Supreme court in the United States un-

animously concluded that "in the field of public education the doc-

trine of 'separate but equal' has no place." In the middle of the

twentieth century, almost twenty years ago, the Court concluded that

"separate education facilities are inherently unequal."

Although for over a decade the Supreme. Court had been invalidat-

ing state laws which were racially discriminatory, the school decision

._shocked the South. By the middle-of 1956 only some 350 school districts

Out of 6300 in the South were desegregated. The years that followed

rought riots, sit-ins, school closings and token integration through-

ut the South.

girt'
Simultaneously with the antisegregation movement in he South,

C

Northern Blacks campaigned against segregated public schools in cities

141e New York and Chicago. Although unrecognized in law, school segre-

gation in the North often existed in fact because of residential pat-

terns. Blacks demanded, and with some success, that their children be

accepted in white schools outside their local districts, where schools

were often crowded and run -dawn.

For the paat_few-years, particularly 1970 and 1971, school.offi-

eials have found themselves faced with the problem of accomplishing

total integration on a percentage basis of all public schools. Because

of an adrknistrative failure to make or im lement any long -range plans,
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unsatisfactory solutions such as busing of students to'schools far

.

away from their homes and assigning teachers to distant sohools to

achieve racial balance have served to arouse anq solved

nothing.

In compliance with the law, and under threat of a withdrawal of

federal funls, most school districts in the country have accomplished

a de facto segregation under the guise of integration. Not only do

students (mainly those in the upper grades) choose to segregate them-

selves in the lunchroom, on the playground, in the halls and at school-

related functions, but school personnel have managed to create a much
I

subtler and far more damaging type of segregation within the education-

al institutions. We have renamed the old 'separate but equal' doctrine;

we now call it 'equal but special' and using the almighty I.Q. as Our

weapon, we herd thousands upon thousands of children into classes for//

the "retarded" or the "emotionally disturbed." And this type of segre-,

gation is not limited to Blacks. Any child from a low status background

is eligible - all we need is a psychological evaluation, and these child-

ren can be labeled, pidgeonholed and forgotten as educators and legisla-

tors pat themselves on the back for the fine educational services we

are providing for our natior06 school children.

Let us look at a few examples. California is heralded throughout

the nation as a leader in education, yet the first racial analysis of

California's 65,000 "mentally retarded" school children disclosed in

January, 470, that 2.14 per cent of all the Spanish surnamed children,

and :.26 of all the Black children have been placed into classes for

the educable mentally retarded, while only .71 per cent of all white

children are\so classified. Pupils with Spanish surnames make up 15.22
\

\ . .

per cent of the genevkl.school po2 pulation but represent 28.34 per ten
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of the enrollment in classes for the retarded. Black children consti-

ute 8.85 percent of the total public school enrollment in California,

but make up 25.5 per cent of the enrollment in EMR-classes.

Angry Chicano parts finally bro ght a law suit against the Cali-

fornia school systems, charging that s u is were trapped in classes

for the retarded because they were given culturally unfair intelligence

tests in English/instead of Spanish. the-children were retested in

their own len age, more than half were found to have been misplaced.

A resultant, udiscial decree mandates that a stndy of home environment,

conferences with parents; use of nonverbal as well as verbal tests, and

place ent decision by a broad school committee be included in future de-

ions about special class placement.

A similar su4t was filed against the Bostpn school system charging

that through a faulty method of testing and classification, large numbers

of poor but norm ly intelligent children have been placed in classes for

the mentally reta ded.

Shocking disproportions-of Spanish children have also been reported

-

in schools in Texas, Colorado, and New York. In fact, as of 1968, ap-

proximately 8Q per cent of the children who were in classes for the men-

taty retarded throughout the country were from nonmidd'le class environ-

ments, including Blacks, Ae4,cican Indians, Mexicans, Puerto Rican Ameri-

\\-

cans and others frOm low status. backgrounds.

This exclusion of minority children has served two purposes. Dis-

turbing children can be removed from the regular classroom, thus facin-
g"-

tating the task-of the classroom teacher, and federal and sta' conies

can be obtained for the school system, usually on. the basis of amount/

child. Thus the children must suffer irreparable damage for thecon-
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venience of rhe-institutions that purport to help them.

The entire' process of -labeling and pigeonholing. children would

be bad enough if it ;ware limited to the 2 per cent of any given Seg-

ment of the population that are supposedly mentally retarded. But to

, "special eduCation",aS a cover for segregation screates an-intoier-

situation.

The author of this paper Advocates alleviation of this problem by

adopting a threefold program:

1) 'Abolishment of, the use of all current measures of psychological

functioning

AbolishMent of all fotue of ability grouping in the public schools

Assessment: through,obsetvation of children in the natural. inviton-

Agent (the claStrodeand restructuring of that environment to bring

-77-abOutdesired behavioral changes:

Abolishment of oche Use ,104.11. Current Measures of

ayst.......rao12,3 Functioning

The author contends thgt these:measures should no longer be used

eddeatiopal institutions fo the following reasons:

"Standgidized" tests a e not standardiked. A tester is trained
to go beyond =the data- n making interpretations and evaluations.

. . How can we say that th se snbjective intelpretations are accur-
ate?. The tests were "standardized" to alarge extent on middle_
class subjects; therefore cultural biases'play'a tremendous role
in test outcomes. Such'factors as administrator bigi and an ar--
ray of external'Arcriables also make it Impossible for the testing
situation'to'bd identical fdr all persons at all tiies.

Psychological measties, partidularly projective tests of person-
ality.are neither valid nor reliable. Does a child really dtaw
or eliminated'body part because-be is fixated? Is the failure
toNcorrectly, reproduce a geometrit shape a true indication of
brain damage?
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3. 4. quick perusal,Of the WISC or the Binet will clearly indi-
cate that they are outdated.-

4.. PsycholOgical evaluations are adMinistered under optimal
conditions, thus do'not yield a true picture of "current
ftrnctioning." (See Bersoff, 1971).

.

5. The child is an /involuntary participant Fin the sting
Situation.' Hellas no choice in the matt r; t' ecisions
are made about him on file basis of his eaponses..

6,. Labeling whiCh is damaging to the chil frequentl results
from psychological evaluation.'

7. Intelligence is not measurable at 'a po nt. score can
fluctuate as much as ten points in eit er direction. How
then, can we say`' that 'a child with an .Q. -zlicore of-69 is

"retarded" and a child with-a score of 71 is not?
I

Abolishment of. All Forms of Ability Grouting in the Schools

The author agrees with Glasser (1969) that all children -benefit.
when they'are in heterogeneous Classrooms. Of course, thia.means that
the classrOomteacherWill trUiy,11.06 to individualize instruction, but
are not all children individualsMany teachers who have been .using the

.

same lesson,plans , for : .twenty year will be reluctant to spend.
the, time' and, efforl to use `innovative methods-in their teaching; but

perhaps thoSe who are unwilling to expend the energy would be better
suited:far: anOther type of work'. Fortunatelyi.there is no teacher,,
shortage in this. country .

-0

Furthermorarthe author -CorireIrds-that-theinotion that slower V,.
children are ,t-better off' in special classes is a myth. The efficacY
of programs for' the mentally, retardid is questionable at best. In
fact,- the literattire is full of studieg- that indicate that children, in
special classes ac'tually demonstrate less academic achieVement and poorer
self-Concept than Similar children who remain in regular classroogs
(Sparks and Blackman, 1965; Bennett, 1963;, Cassidy and Stanton, 1959;
ThurstOne, 1960; Johnson, 1962;' Carroll, 1967; Itkin, 1967; and Meyroz_l,
witz, 19'62).

4

Assessment Through Observation of Children A the Nat ral
Environment (the Classroom) and Restructuring of That En-
vironment to Bring About Desired Behavioral Changes

In o r society, we believe in autonomous man (Skinner, 1971), that
there is ,a::.peraonality struggle within us of a pgychodynamic nature,'and
that be vior is superficial. Consider, for a, moment, Skinner's poaition
that we should, be concerned with behavior and not homunculi. If we eli-'
urinate the idea that the child has internal controls, then we can no
longerblame the Child and exonerate ourselves if the child fails. That
is not a very comfortable' position, admittedly, but 'the fact is that WE
are -the ones doing the teaching; therefore lag are the . ones- applying the
contingencies. It would- be helpful tetake ,a look at our edudetional
institutions and the contingencies set up_by those institutions.

I.
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If,any type of assessment is to be tisefuL it would bt appropriate
that the information gleaned from that assessment lead.msome change
in-behavior (Peterson, 1968). As suggested earlier, current measures of-
intellectual functioning provide information' about behavior 'artYted un-
der optiMal conditions rathet than in the natural environment. We
therefore make unwarranted a sumptions about how the child 'shotld' per-
form in the 'Classroom on th- basis of how he petforms in an unnatural '
situation.

It Would be More UsefU to observe behavior as the child actually
performs in the classroom. We could then restructure the environment
*cordingly and gain althos immediate: feadbackyas to the efficacy of.
thecpplied_contingencies. Using this technique, we would truly be
able to obtain information about "curtentfunCtioning" and elithinate
invidious comparisons,whic nerve to provide us with labels.

The author-is aware 'hat t ese changes may seem radical to some,-

ridiculous to others. Bu the fact remains that the system we now

have is not working. Thi is'ah age of revolution, and that revolution

..

is not limited to the st eats of our country's larger cities.__It-ia
/

being fought quietly, in the public schools andin-the universities-,

Using the weapons. of newinaightS, new teaching methods, and'new our,-
_ .

I' iiige yoU to gather your forces of reason and join the rev-

olution, while it can sti 1 be fought calmly, while. it can still be

won fot the betterment of allconcetned.
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APA Ethics, A Help or Hinderance

Peter C. Gram c,

CN.1 University,of Georgia

The American Psychological Association (APA) was founded in 1892,

O and has grown to a total membership of more than 30,000 Oikohls asso-
.

C:5

LLI ciated with its 27:divisionS. It as two primary functions, thefirst

of whiCh is to stimulate cOmmunica on among Its membership, through

the publication of journals and the provision of a forum for.discus-

sion in the form of annual conventions, The second putpOse, thOugh

somewhat less knowo;-1sjOst as important. The APA provides for a

self-conscious and periodic examination of its meM6els: Associated
,

(2> with this end is the app oval of training programs by the APA in order

k11) to guarantee Certain sta dards of education for aspiring psychologists,

.,:

ell Even more directly, theIAPA has established its own Zing body to

mediate in ethical'probl1 ems concerning.its membership. This discussion
,

will concentrate on,thii last aspect of ti* APA.

C.) The Committee on.Scientific.and Professiodal Ethics and Conduct
.

. i .

(CSPEC) is the body emppWered to deal with ethical matters within the

It i !

APA.; The responsibility and functionS of 'the ComMittee are to "r

ceive and investigate co plaints of unethical conduct of fellows, mem
. I

associates and affiliates. . . settle accounts privately. .bers

report on the,types of cases investigated. . recommend action on

ethical cases investigated. . . and to formulate rules or principles

of ethics for adoption by the Association." The power of the Committee

includes jurisdiction over APA members, and as such decides on mem-
\

bership. Its-disciplinary actions include disbarment from APA member-
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\ have the.complere .s ',("' IL., c,itr the profession as does the Americam

Medical Association, or the American Bar Association,.organizations
. \

which provided the pattern for the APA.

\ In accordance with its functions thg\APA has adopted a code of
4\

.

\

- C
,

ethics which is intended to govern. the behavior of its members. The\

\

first code was adopted do and there e been minor

revisions in 1958 and 1963.8 It dealt generally with main con-
\

i

cerns: the psychologist himself, the, psichologist and s.relationship\r
'

to\others, and tHe psychologist and his instruments. The areas finally

.cove ed Included: public responsibility, client relationships, teaching,.`,
0

,

a
2

hip of a reprimand and or a probationary period. It may only recbm

mend a course of action, .#iough the final decision thethe Boatd of

Directs:5.9ns strongly influenced by their recommendations.

One of the more'common cases which has appeared before the Board

is the case of Dr. Joyce Brothers, who:was disbarred fr the APA for

unethical p actioes, specifically. conducting therapy by means of cor-

respondence. From this example it can be seen that the APA,dges not .'

reea cl, writing and publication, and professional relationships.'

A

\

digression is in order.to describe an important influence on the
.

development of the APA ethical code. In 19.65 two congressional sub-

committees held hearings on matters associated withithe practice of

,

first was the-SenateSbcommitteeon Constitutional
..,,

Rights of the Co ittee an the Judiciary which investigated the goy-
__

sychnlOgical testing as a .prereqUiSite of employment.

It is this w\iter s opinion that thelheatingS,: and the restriction

they placed on, the use of Psychologicaltesting as a means for aiding
t _

selection, could have beenavoided if testing had-notipep abused in

the first place:
A

ernment's use o
-\
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Even more ominoue, the House Special Subcommittee on. Invasion of

Privacy of the Committee on Government Operations questioned the use

of'questionaelvout'sex life, family situations, religion, pIrsonal

habits, childhood and other similar matters in personality testing

f Government employees. It is more ominous herluse the recommends-

itions f rh r-!mmittee vestricting the methods and questionnairei

psychologiSts could use in research and even suggesting Federal In-

terVention in some cases, indicated that the APA hettismn laxLin

maintaining ita ethical standards in a manner congruesd:*ith the

publicEeitgeist. If the APA vas not going to leadway for its

membership 'then that leadership. was left in the handeFof others,
,/

who might not be"as sympathetic with the-inadequacies:of psychologi-

cal testing afid research.

Contiguous with these.developMents, a suggestion mom frowatemi-

bers of the law profession Concerning privacy and behastoral research4',

Succinctly, the article stated that t ate privacy or opinion

is a concert which is relatively youmg, beginning onA7 a few, hundred

years ago. The arguments of Ruebhausen and Brim are-as fellows:

1. lndividUalshaVe the right to be left alonft.

2. Individuals have the right to share and-commmdcate,
a process necessary for the growth and- velopment
of all individuals.,

1

3.i There May be a ocial consensus of w prrate,
,

but this may be,transient.
. _

4.1 Priyacy:is invaded by:
A. self-descriptions in-interviews, questionmmixes

and -.personality tests
b. direct observations /of individual behavior
c. use of secondary data (other persons as'imfi.orwants)

-

11



5. The concept of individual consent to a possible
invasion of privacy is'complex.
a. voluntary consent is abolsutely necessary (as es7,

tablished by the Nuremberg triali)
h. research may be 'destroyed in some cases if complete

consent is obtained
c. it is often questionable whether, consent is voluntary

or or coerced.

6. All research data must be maintained in confidentiality
a. this implies the integrity of the research must be

included in any ethics statement
.

b. to date only 18 States (including Georgia) have
statutes according research data privileged status.

Their recommendations for an ethical code are governed by the follow-

ing seven principles:

1. There should be;a recopition, and an affirmation, of
the claim ,to pkivate personality.

2. There should-be a positive commitment to respect. private,
personality in the conduct of resetitch..

3. To the fullest extent possible, without prejudicing the
validity, of the research, the informed, and voluntary,
consent of the respondents should be obtained,.

4. If consent-is.impossible without invalidating the re-.
search; .then before the research is Undertaken, .the
respontible officials of theinstitutOns financing,
administering, and S?onsoring the research should be
satisfied that the,social joad in the proposed research
outweighs the social value of the claim to. privacy under
the specific conditions of the proposed invasion. ,These
offitizelpin turn are:responaible, and.must be respon-
aiVei to the views of the lerger. oomMunity in which
science and research must. work.

. .

The identificatiowof theAndividual'respondent should/
be divoiced as fully and as effectively as possible /

from the data furnished' Ahonymity of the respondent,
to a-behavioral research siUdy,,so far -as possible,

. shoad.he sought actively 'in the design and execution,
of the study as a'fundamentalcharaCteristic of good
research.

6. The research data should be safeguarded in every fea-
sible and reasonable way, and the identification/of
individual respondents with any. portion of. the data
tshould be destroyed as soon as posSible, consistent
with the research objectives.



7. The resea4 datiobtained for one purpose should not
thereafter/be used for another without the consent of
the individual involved or a clear and responsible
assessment, that the public interest in.the newly pro-
posed use of t'he data transcends any inherent privacy
transgression.

These events, then, have led to the September, 1968 call by"the

APA'S Committee on Ethical Standards in 'Psychological Research for

an upcoming survey of its -members to re-examine the basic APA code

"in the light of recent experience." The draft currently uvfor,...

consideration and comments acknowledges that the researcher has a

scientific obligation to.contribute to_the body of scientific know-

ledge for t benefit of mankind. Also,'in dealing with human sub-,

jects,. the Main concern of the investigator is the invasion of 6eir

privacy. Tk ese two predispositions conflict to create most of the

ethical pro lems,encountered in psychological research,- for experi-

mental cont ol, while necessary for scientific ethodology, may not

always be p orysically psychologically-practica In order. to meet
,

.

i,

this dile the Committee members haVe suggested a. isk/benefit
.-

model for e analysis of ethica'mateers. This is simply the

weighing O the magnitude of the possible benefit of. the research

in gUestio to society in contrast to the tost)of probable harm the

eXPeriment 1 procedure'may inflict on the individual subject. The

i

Committee tates that,,in-general, he psychologist's initial obli,-

-gation is tix.'Conduct worthy research, and than when the risk to the

subject o beefits to society are in /doubt,. the subject's welfare

is given rioic6r.

The raft includes a number of specific principles concerning

six basi areas ofconCern for behavioral research. These are

1. e Use of human subjects

2. The effects_of physical stress
/1.
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3. The use of drugs

4. The effects of psychological Stress

5, The use":1 deception in experiments

6. ,Invasion of privacy

Specific examples of the. draft's propoded principles are to be found

in the Appendix.

This radical. change in the coverage andexplicitness of the code

of ethics has drawn criticism from a number of psychologists. In-
.

eluded ,in this number are the psycholcgists and sociologists of the

University of Wisconsin. Excerpts from their responses to the draft

follow:

As social psychological researchers, we find our-
selves agreeing with some aspects of the proposed Ethical
Standards for Psychological-Research while demurring at
others.

We concur with three aspects' of the committee's ap-
proach. First, there is a need to,proto7let human research
subjects from 011Y004.'and paychological harm AS the
jextreme)-exatOletainYour proposal attest some scientists
have misused their freedom in performing research,- or have
failed to assess the potential for harm, Such)researcherS
do not characterize our profession_as_a_mhole,Jand we must
exercise control where unethical practices occur repeatedly,

Secondly,'your committee has done an admirable job in
identifyingthe,multitude of ways in which research subjects
may be harmed.-

Third,, and most'_ importent,your committee's explicit
use of the cost- benefit paradigm for evaluating research
practices.while not. (to our minds) a very satisfactory
-modeli-af-least_re0OgnizeS the complexity; of the Moral'
Problem.'

Our subsequent remarks should-be interpreted within
this context. We-have several broad:Criticisms of the
proposed Ethical StandardS, as follows:

1. If read literally, your proposed standards would pro.,
scribe most of the work in experimental socialpSy-
cholcigy.



2. We -believe th t a document stating general principles
would be grea ly preferable to the present proposal.

(3. Nolatter what form the principles take, there will
be a continuing,need to interpret and apply them.

\- - -w You propose Ethics Advisory Groups as the appropriate
mechanism, but we foresee' two problems here. One is
the. composition of these groups. We belieVe their
members must be research scientists, since only such
persons can evaluate research practices in valid and
justifiable terms. . Our second objection is that

. Ethics Advisory Groups- will constitute another bur-
eaucratic hurdle, further lengthening the research
process.

.

4. We-deplore the general tenor of the proposed docu-
ment. The overwhelming focus on what researchers
Cannot do, supported with principles of undesirable
practices, implies that.the committee 'fundamentally

i distrusts the average researcher.'. . The proposed
principles excessively restrict the researcher's
freedom, give the subjects too much (political) Con-
trol over the release and inspection of scientific
data, and provide the Ethics Advisory Groups with
excessive power over the choice of research topics.

X...)

, . . Ultimately,,you must rely on the researcher's
ility in applying ethical principles to his work.

In the laSt analysis, our profession is only as good .

as its individual members.

7

Whether this draft is adopted by the APA\, it is of vital concern'

for any individual conducting psychological research to be aware of the

limitations it places on him, as well as its principles for ethical

conduct.

15
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APPENDIX

Principles

Principles 1.11

It is the responsibility of the individual instigator to make a
considered judgment with respect to the ethical acceptability of ,un-
acceptability of each study he undertakes. He may not abdicate this
responsibility on the grotinds of current practice or the judgment of
others.

Principle 1.2

When a psychologist plans to cdnduet research involving potential
.

risks and costs to human subjects he Should.seek the adviceof an ethics..
advisory gro4 in deciding whether to pras1e4.7

Principle-1.1

The investigator has the obligatitii to exclude from hia.somplanf
subjects potential participants' who tiltht.eaperience enduring pSyCholo-
gical stress or find themselves in phYi4tai danger as a result of-t4a----
procedures to be employed.

Principle 1.411

It is unethical to involve a perSpn-in research without his ptlor
knowledge and informed consent.

Principle 1.412

,

In recruiting subjects for research, the investigator must give
potential subjects an honest descriptio of his study without misreAP'
presenting the purposes, procedures, be fits or sponsorship of the
research.

Principle 1.413

It is unethical to withholdfrom:thg research Subject informa7
tion,about the purposes, procedure's, and sponsorship of the research.
even when this deception appears necessary to Avoid vitiating'ibere-
search results.

Principle 1.421.

.. .

., .

The subject must be informed inadVance,Of all aspeets of the
,-

research that beatdirectly on his awn:.experienci.1t,-Jri-cluding
(a) any treatment,that he is to receive,.-(b)-.SnydaWthat,Willte
'collected from him, and (c) the magnitude7Of the investment -that is
heingasked of hisi-suCh-as:the'timejinvolved, ete.

.,,,



Principle 1.422
4.

The subject must be informed even of those aspects of the re-
search which do not pertain directly to his own experiences in it,
if there is a reasonable suspicion that such,information might affect
the individual's willingness to participate. These additional as-
pects inclUde among ether things, the treatments of subjects in other
conditions of the research, the purpose of the research; the uses to
be made of the data, the sponsor of the research and his motivation,
Whether the research results might reflect on the individual himself
or his cathected.groups, the steps that have been taken to assure the
confidentiality of his responses, etc.

'Principle 1.423

The subject must be informed in advance of the basis for his
selection for the research and of his performance on measures used
in subject selection. If in the experimenter's judgment, with the
advice of an ethics advisory group (see Principle 1.2) this informa-
tion threatens the subject's welfare, it must be withheld from him.

Principle 1.5111

Students.should not-be required to participate in research as
a condition f ',r enteqng a course or for obtaining grade points or
avoiding loss 8hem, or as an alternative to'another onerous task,
where that participation requirement is to any extent in the service
ofreieerch..

Principle 1.5112

Instructors should notrecruit subjects for their own research
ftom students in,theirn class, even on a completely voluntary basis,
because, of:the danger that students will feel pressured to partici-
pate at the )request of their-Own instructors.

Principle 1.512

The.person's need for another service such as educational coun-
seling, employment, housing, etc.; should not be used to requite him

-to participate in research as a condition or.obtaining that service;
reqUestsJorliis voluntary participation araperMissible only if done
in a way that leaves him assured that his refusal to participate will
,not jeopardize his obtaining the service.

Prindiple 1.513'

PressOre:t6 participate should not' be put on subjects by arousing''
anxietiestegarding_their personal cOmpetence or by the use of undue'.

influence .or moral, appeals. ".



Principle 1.5141

Appeals to a sul?ject's self-interest may be used to induce par-
ticipation in research only when he is made aware of any uncertainty
as to the actual value to him of the incentive offered.

Principle 1.521

Care should be taken that the subject receive an explicit state-
ment of his right to refuse research participation and that he is in
a context and state of mind where he can. appreciate this opportunity,
and has sufficient time-to come to a decision.

Principle 1.522

Where there is reason to doubt that a subje':Ut,'s mental competence
is sufficient for him to appreciate what he is beint-asked tondo or his
option to refuse to participate in research, special effort must be
made to make these points clear to him; and, in addition, informed and
free consent should also be obtained from a person whose primary inter-
est is the subject's welfare. (See identical Principle 1.532, below).

Principle 1.524

The investigator must recognize the subject's' right to drop out
of the research at any time. Efforts to prevent this throUgh legiti-
mate reassurances and clarification of misunderstandings must avoid
those types of coercion reviewed in Sub-section 1.51.

Principle 1.531

Where the principal investigator's assistants, rather than he,
are in contact with the subject during recruitment or conduct of the
research, then these,assistants incur responsibility to assure that
the Sutjet is participating in the research will full information and
free of coercion, as outlined in the principles dealing with these
topics. In agtdition the principal investigator regains his respon-
sibility for 'seeing t4iat his assistants, carry out these principles,.

Principle 1.61

Both the subject and the experimenter should be satisfied that
the benefitW to the subject justify the risks and costs le incurs in
participating in the research.: TO assure that this is tle case, the
subject must be fully informed ofthose benefits and costs, competent
to judge them, and must accept the arrangement free of duress.



Principle 1.62

The research investigator has an ethical obligatiOn to carry out
his agreement with the subject in every respect. He must try to an-
ticipate difficulties in carrying out the agreement and make provision
for surmounting them, regardless of inconveniences involved. He re-
tains full responsibility for the- observance e agreement even
when an assistant conducts the r rch and is oblige to suitably
instruct and supervise the assi ant in this matter.

PriWciple 1.71

At the completion of the experiment, the investigator has an
obligation to remove any misconceptions acquired by the subject,
whether these misconceptions were deliberately instilled in him or
developed as an accidential by-product of the procedure.

Principle 1.73

The experimenter must be prepared not only to take whatever im-
mediate steps are necessary to remove any damage done to the subject
by his procedures but also to maintain his Felationships to the sub-
ject until he is certain, beyond all reaso4able doubt, that this has
been accomplished. Following studiesthat seem to have the potential'
to produce harm to'the subject, the experimenter must initiate appro-
priate follow-up procedures to make certain that no previously unde-
tected damage has occurred.

Principle 1.80

The investigator is ethically obligated to keep the subject's
- data in confidehce. This includes keeping it in confidence from the

subject's relatives and friends` regardless of the subject's reasons,--
for desiring that this be done.

Principle 1.81

An investigator should not supply a research subject's data to,
employers, school representatives and similar officials unless (a).
there is. no reason. to believe the subject would -object, and (b) there
is no reason to believe the data could be used to the subject's dis-
advantage.

A. ,When the investigator is doubt as to how the subject
would feel about the disclosure, he must seek his informed. and co-
ercion-efrie consent to it.

B. When the;research is commissioned or supported'by organi-
zations which might later request the subject's data, the inlestiga-

. for should make explicit in advance of the study the nature of-the
data to be held in confidence.



Principle 1.821
_.,, 40

An investigator should nor supply a research subject's data to
other professional associates unless (a) there is no reason to be-
lieve the subject would object and (b) there is no reason to believe
the data could be used to the subject's disadvantage.

Information about individual subjects' identity should be re-
moved without delay from all records, nr not collected in the first
place where a permanent record is nof needed, even where this removal
is inconvenient or tedious. Where identifiability must be, retained,
as a longitudinal study, the material should be coded and the code
key stored where it is accessible to as few people as possible.

Principle 1.85

When a psychologist collects information which has any apprecia-
ble likelihood of being demanded by the courts, he should make the
legal situation clear to the respondent in advance, including the'vul-
nerability of the data, any possible harm itsspvelation in court
might do to the stipject, the steps taken to aleguaid the informatiott...
against such revelation and the extent of the investigator's willing-
ness to subject himself to legal sanction to protect the data.

yrinciple 1.86

Before. contributing information concerning individuals to a
data bank, the psychologist should assure himself that safeguards
exist which protect the confidentiality of the information and the
anonymity of the individual.

Principle 1.88

Where the psychologist wishes to publish data that will4eveal
information about certain characteristics of the subject's valued
groups, which revelation tne subject might find seriously offensive,
then the psychologist has an obligation to obtain the subject's free
and informed content for the publication.

Principle 1.89

'When the investigator discovers' information which leads him to
feel that there is an appreciable danger)of Serious harm to the subject
or to another that could be averted by revealirig this informatibi,he
should make.appropriate disclosure even if in so doing he violates
his pledge to keep data confidential and goes against the wishep'of
the iresearch subject.



The Ethical Issues of

Privacy, Confidentiality and Privileged Communication

Diane T. Nunnelly

University of Georgia

With the advent of sophisticated methods in education and the

focus upon the individual, child, which child development and educa-

tional psychology has emphasized, schools are keeping more extensive

records with more and more specific data. These.pupil records con-

tain, in addition Ito a' pupil attendance and achievement record, stan-

k

dardized test sco , psrsonality data, information on family background

and current status, health data, teacher and counselor Observations,

ramf anecdotal records, and so on. These records, containing information

arirn from many sources--teachers, counselors, nurses, specialist

teachers, etc.-- and including material at various technical levels,

are utilized by many different people within the school, for different

Q
.C\

0 tablishment of clear and definitive philosophies for the collecting,

recording and transmit.,:ing of data concerning children. School psy-

purposes. The professionals involved must be concerned with the es-

chologists and guidance counselors have felt the most immediate impact

folk of recent incidents involving the confidentiality of school records in

reference to psychological reports and I.Q. scores. If it is truly

felt, as is so often argued in regard to the question of showing these

records to parents, that harm might befall some children, educators

must become concerned so as to resolve these issues of, confidentiality,

privacy, and privileged commulication.
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For the psychologist to be able to work effectively with indi-

vidua.ls, there are times that he must receive information in strict

conf_ence. When this is requested of him by a client, the psy-

chologist is ethically obliged to protect this confidence. There

are times, however, when the psychologist cannot accept an offer of

confidential information. The topics of privileged communications,

confidentiality, and privacy are especially relevant to psychologists

as those issues affect many various aspects of their work.

Shah (Fall, 1969, P. 5) defines the concepts of confidentiality,-

privileged communication, and privacy in the following manner:

Confidentiality relates to matters of professional ethics.
Confidentiality protects the client from unauthorized disclo-
sures of any sort by the professional without the rmed
consent of..the,client. The ethical codes of pro ssional or-
ganizatione"alm to safeguard the client's right t confiden-
tiality and provide various sanctions for violati s.

Privileged communication refers to the legal right which
exists by statue and which pvItects the client from having
his confidences revealed publicly from the witness stand during
the legal proceedings without his permission. Where the privi-
lege exists, the client is protected from the private informa-
tion used as testimony in judicial proceedings. Through judi-
cial interpretation of such statutes or by explicit statutory
language, such protection may also extend to legislative and
administrative k:roceedings. . .

Privacy . . . has. yet to fully developed in regard to
precise legal boundaries'. In essence, the concept of privacy
recognizes the freedom of the individual to pick and choose
for himself the time, circumstances, and particularly the
extent to which he wishes to share with or withhold from oth-
ers his attitudes, beliefs, behavior and opinions.

Principle 6 of the American Psychological Asscitiation's "Ethical Stan-
,

dards of Psychologists" states the following about confidentiality:

Safeguarding information abdnt an individual that has been_ob-
-tained"by'the psychologist in the course'of his teaching, prac-
tice, or-investigation is a primary obligation of the psycholo-

. gist.- -Such information is, not communicated -to others unless
certain important conditions are met.

23



Violation of the client's professional confidences outside of

the courtroom can result in the following reprisals:

(1) disciplinary action and professional sactions by the
American PsychOlogical Association in accordance with _

the "Ethical Standards of Psychologists;"

(2) disciplinary action by the state licensing authority in
relation to the psychologist's certificate or licfAise;

(3) legal action if damage to the client results; ,

(4) legal action if breach of confidentiality is construed
as defamatory statement (Shah, 1970,°p. 160).

Failure of the psychologist to exercise proper care in maintaining

his records so that there is no reasonable chance of their setting lost,

stolen, or falling into the hands of unauthorized persons can result

in civil action against him if the accidental disclosure caused the

client harm and damage (Shah, 1970, p.160). Principle of the "Ethical

Standards of Psychologists" on confidentiality states: "The psycholo-

gist makes provisions for the mdittenance of confidentiality in the

preservation and ultimate disposition of confidential records."

Miller (1971, pp.10I-402) urges a re-evaluation of the current test-

ing practices in light of the possibility of computer technology creating

a monster to gather ana analyze large amounts of psychological data

which can be retained in machine-readable form for later use. He is

fearful of the consequences of an "alliance among computer technology,

psychological evaluation and electronic surveillance activities" and

the possibility of a Central Personality Bureau" with services as "ven-

dors of psychological' data or test profile( analogous to the services

of credit bureaus. Because of his technological possibility apd the

"questionable reliability of persOnality,testing," Miller. suggests the

development of effective procedures for safeguarding test data, which

24
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is presented in manila folders or in Jmputer data

The Russell Sage Foundation (1969, pp.20-22) ;iggest that school

systems give careful consideration to-the periodic elimina-tion of data

which they categorize as "W:, which includes standardized I.Q. anc. ap-

titude test scores, interest inventory results, hearth CaLA, famiLy

background information, teacher or counselor ratings anci chbservations,

and verified repco:ts of serious or recurrent behavior patterms. These

records should be destroyed or else retained only under ccndlitions of

anonymity and security for research purposes at points of transition,

such as from elementary, to junior high school or when the studemt,leaves

school. Data classgied as "C" and including legal or clinical' findings

including certain personality tests and unevaluated reports of-tesichers,

counselors, and others which are needed in ongoing investigations and

disciplinary or counseling actions should be reviewed at least once a

year and destroyed as soon as their usefulness is terminated. Such

materials may be transferred to Category "3" upon the fulfilling of two

conditions:

(1) the continuing usefulnessL_cd_thP data ic-clearaya_tzate,4_

(2) the validity of the information is verified.

)
Parents should be notified of the continuing existence of such data and

given the opportunity to challenge the decision to maintain such infor-

mation:

In response to the question of who awns the records, Shah(1970,

p. 161) states that the client legally has the right to obtain the test

responses and test protpcols, such as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale blank or the Rorschich-protoeol; and interview statements. The

tsyehologist owns the pertinent notes, comments, and.analysts that he
$t
has made regarding the test data or therapy prot0Col. The psycholo-

s
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gist can withhold techoical information such as test profiles and analy-

ses from persons not qualified to interpret such data. The basis for

withholding technical information lies in the fact that they are not

the client's communications to psychologists, but are technical analyses

and inferences made from the psychologist's professional training on the

client's communications.

Even where protectdd by privileged communication laws, the psycholo-

gist is obliged to disclose test information and records to a child's

parents or to the school authorities who serve in loco parentis. Par-

ents acting on behalf of a minor child, in fact, represent the child and

cannot be considered third parties;. consequently, privileged communica-

tion does not refer to them. Thorne (1961, p. 211) does not feel that

the theoretical distinction of the child as an extension of the parent

so that the parent is in effect the client relates to the real crux of

the matter. The important aspect is the protection of the private and

confidential nature of communications concerning any client whether of

age or a minor. "Such private and confidential information should be

protected and communicated only to other professionals who are committed

ethically to use it properly.. Just because a person happens biologically

to be aAparent is no guarantee that he will use confidential informa-

tion wisely, and in fact great damage might be done by the indiscrimi-

nate dissemination of information to the small group of parents who are

so unhealthy themselves as to be traumatic influences in the situation."

The Van Allen Vs. McCleary case in the Queens County Supreme Court

of New York upheld Van Allen's right to inspect his child's school re-

cord. The sequence of court rulings and decisions following in recent

years entitling parents to inspect the records of their child maintained

by school authorities is considered
6

a threat of possible misuse and mis-
2
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of psyChological reports of school psychologists and

possible effect of this threat is that psychologists

reports and be noncommital when there is suspicion

be wrongly used. These -nconsequential formalities

be of help to no one. Trachtman recommends that the

nt record that is available to all members of the school

with him also be available to parents. Information

hat is confidential, teuporary, or technical in nature,

ly available to all staff members, is not to be run-

of the school record. Such information, while not dir-

to parents, should be used as the basis for interpre-

ultation with parents by qualified personnel (Trachtman,

communication refers to the protection of the confi-

mship between client and professional'. As the status of

vary with the profession, the state and even the setting,

should take the trouble to define his own status through

a local or state professional'association or through

mental channels. Very few states have clear definitive

s granting privileged communication and the confidentia.aty

Cho*: psychologists.

to the use of tests for experimental research, Tillery

eaks of the "right'of the scientist to study human pheno-

the responsibility to seek the cooperation of individuals

s in a manner which respects the right of privacy and the

nonymity." The demands, on the .investigator are .high; but
0

enhanCe the quatity-a mA-eslue-ef-aaaal research,

27
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Hoch (1967, p.18) in describing the efforts of the University of

Michigan to cove to grips with the complex ethical issue of invasion

of privacy that faces us in carrying out research involving human sub-

jects, says, "one might approach the problem of scientists' rights and

responsibilities in the manner of scientists. What is viewed in the

press as a miscarriage of science (namely, the 'abuse' of human sub-

jects) could be viewed -in the profession as a problem for research in

its own right."

Brim (1967, p.31) in talking about tester manipulation of subjects

in experimental research in the behavioral sciences, specifically states,

"The fact is that we must be subject to'the democratic process in the

same way as our Congressmen and Cabinet members." Accordingly, re-

searchers can only act within the bounds given them/by-the consent of

the governed (subjects).

P
Regardless of the purposes of the testing, the protectioh of pri-

vacy involves two concepts: relevance and informed consent. The in-.

formation the examinee is asked to reveal must-he relevant to the stated

purposes of the testing. As to the concept of informed consent, the

examinee should be thoroughly informed about the purpose of testing,

the kinds of data sought, and the use that will be made of his scores

(Anastasi, 1968, Ch. 18).

The criticism of invasion of privacy has been aimed at personality

tests which are used in nonclinical settings such as in schools, in em-

ployment, and in civil and military government service. Not because of

the, uestion of whether the school has the right to give such tests,

for students reveal themselves in many ways, but because the schools
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sonnel trained in the hantil4rg of personal-

sults, Lyman (1971, Ch. 11) does not recom-

ty testing of students. However, school

training, should be allowed to use such

vidual children. This kind of application

use. On the question of using personality

ivate employment, he states that employers _

the selection of their employees and might

timately. However, many it is certain; use

an wisely.

rivacy1 the communication of test results

ex problem. One problem pertains to the

cords. Voltz (1964) describes the legal

relationship as requiring the counselor to

ve aul protect the best interests of thelstu-

e. Professional ethics, as set up in the

ologists, require that the confidentiality

rded. Relative to who is entitled to test

conditions which must be met. First, the

gitimate and genuine need for the informa-

ly that information which is pertinent.

hould be released only with the prior cot-

tasi, 1968, Ch. 21).

hat tests are unfair to Blacks, minorities,

ntaged. 'Ws is true to some extent of all

While there is no such thing as a "culture

tests on which items are less "culturally
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loaded" than others. One difficulty in eliminating culturally biased

items is chat the cultural differentials that impair an individual's

test performance are likely to handicap him in schoolwork, job per-

formance, or any other activity we are trying to predict. Tests

should reveal cultural deprivation so appropriate remedial steps cam

be taken. There has been some research -ndicating that a given test

may predict differently for different socio-economic groups. The most

frequent misuse regarding tests with minority group members stem from

misinterpretation of scores. It is essential that we investigate tie

why of low scores obtained by culturally deprived persons (Lyman, 1971,

. Ch. 11).

Psychological tests should be regarded'as tools, with their ef-

fectiveness dependent upon the skills, knowledge, and integrity of the

user. They are human tools designed for human purposes. In the hands

of those who understand them, psychological tests can aid in educating

children, treating patients, and solcing social problems. Few would

claim that all important characteristics can be assessed with present

instruments. The fact that our concepts are not yet definitive nor

our measures completely adequate does not mean that tests should be

avoided. Tests, like all tools of man, can be misused. There are

those who forget; or do not understand and feel that once the results

of measurement of behavioral characteristics are reported, one's

destiny is determined. The problem is one of education and restriction

of the use of psychological measurements to those who understand tests

and who w111 use them in a way that is beneficial rather than harmful

to those concerned.
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Gray (1963), p.370) cites Wiskoff's study of divided loyalties

in which a sample of psychologists exhibited wide variation in inter-

pretation of "clear and imminent danger" and consequently suggests tts,e'

each psychological subspecialty instruct its students in issues volv-

ing divided loyalties. Ethical considerations should be painted out

and emphasized in graduate training as they carry over into actual prac-

tice. -With the student made aware of his ethical responsibilities, he

will be able to clarify his ethical positidn before conflicting sit

tions arise. He must make his ethical decision before actio must be

taken. He should educate the school personnel 1-1, will work with as EQ_

the necessity of privileged Communication and confidentiality for is

effectiveness. If the school psychologist is to function in a truly

professional manner, his judgmentmvst be respected.

31
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TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE CLASSROOM

CONTROL AND INSTRUCTION

Kyle R. Carter

'University of Georgia

d7

As a school psyip logist, my major interests lie in the improve-

ment of the instructi nal sing so that teachers can perform their

assigned responsibility: teaching. Teachers complain that they are

.
unable to instruct as effectively ae they would like because of cis-.

cipline problems. What 'they do not r aline is that they are usually

the catelyst for behaVior problems. Let meexpliiin Children ..ini-

tially"Come to school eagerly anticipating the neWijsituation."Almost

Anything a teacher does with the is both'fun and stimulating.

It-takes very little on the teacher's part to ,encoUrage-efithusiasm

from -children entering kindergarten or elementary school. In later;

grades, and in these initial exposures to instruction to a lesser ex-

tent, a strange metamorphosis takes place

They begin to dislike sehocifrl and learning ceases to be fun. What has

hapned?

Although the answer to this Auestion is certainly complex, a

CZ;) tene41 answer can be given to account for the change. The enthus-

in many of the children.

iaste that once 'existed'in the children has beeneXtinguishedby

either the School-setting (influenced. greatly by the teacher) or the

home environment, As a schoolpsychologieti:it is myAob to insure

that th,t'School setting is as COnduCive.to learning as poSaible

mulcting children to respond to-.instruction and disCouragingmis-
.

. _
...

behavior Which ServeS'ito.avold,instruetio
_ -

,Many teacer do not realize the full implidations of theiii-
,

actions and ve balilationa: It is my responsibility to educate these

33



people on the impact that their behavior has on children. Some

teachers have been ,xposed to the tern contingency Management

which has been advocated as a disciplinary measure or a means of

controlling behavior. Most teachers do not realize that the prin-

ciples encompaSeed by this approach can be used to obtain better

learning on the'part of their students.-

In ardtr to shape behavior, one must have the subject emitting

some.behavior. In the case of the teacher shaping new behaviors

(learning) in his children; learning behavior must occur and be

reinforced. Studies haVe shown, to the chagrin of educators, that

the amount of actaal learning behavior emitted by students is rela-

tively small when compared .to the verbalizations-of the teacher.

While the teacher telks-and-deMonstrates; students must sit passive-

_ly-and vicariously exPerience what is being taught. Many students

find this type of teaching distasteful and may misbehave because

they find that this "teaching" cAR be terminated by their behavior.

Howevero,teachers never look at misbehavior as a signal that they

late not reaching the child: Instead, they administer some form of

punishment and,continue.with tfieir method. 1

Although ideeIly,I'believethat misbegVior can beeliminated

through new instructional 'pr6krams, no Program will be so perfect-:

that a child wtio has-preypinaly learned to dislike school will enter

and not test the new situation. Therefore, a teacher must know what.

'forms of control are at her disposal and how,to use them.

This now leads us totwo questions which are most pertinent to

fostering and2maintaining7good-ClaSsroon'instruction: 1) What type'

4
of-instructional techniques should be employed in the classroom?
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2) What type of controlling methods are most effective in obtaining .

appropriate behavior? The last question-will.be dealt with first.

Punishment (application of an ,versive stimulus after the be-

)4aNinr Ias been emitted) has been the traditional tool used by

teacher to to establish discipline. However, discipline still mains
-

one of the most pressing problems in educationtoda. This trend

should be expected by the effects that punishment has on behavior

chain : inappropriate behavior is quickly removed, .however it I not

erased but is suppressed and occurs soon after the threat of t e aver-
f,

okve stimulus is removed.

A

'Albetter method to employ is extinction, commonly known as.ig7

noting. This method promotes long lasting appropriate behavior.

However*, there are.some,draWbacks from-thisapproach as well: For

example, many responses may occur before the behavior, is extinguished.

Also, ignoring the behavior may be impossible as with destructive be-
..

havior.

When behavior cannot be ignored, two alternatives are available.

The fi tI is puniament. Since this merely; suppresses the behavior,

it is important to reinforce some appropriatebehavior while the in-7

appropriate behavior is suppressed in this way appropriate behalaor

is shaped to displace the inappropriate behavior which is suppressed.'

This is the only proper and effective use of punishment.

The other alternative is called-time-out. This procedure should

be employed immediately at the onset of the misbehavior The time-
,

out procedure k-dmoves the child (physically) from,the situation and

places him in an environment which is free from all stimuli that

would reinforce inappropriate behavior. The method is effective and

is long lasting.
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The most preferable form of controlling behavior is by rein -

forcing good behavior: "catch the -child being good". This proce-

dure recognizes and encourages good behavior instead of taking it
k

for granted.

Now lei us look at what instructional techniqueeshould be used

in ,the classroom. It i,s my opinion that children misbehave in prd

to escape an intolereble situation or to obtain

teacher or classmates. kegardless of the cause
40k I

that the instructional setting is not as
1

the attention of the

he fact. remains

nforcing tolim as either.

the escape behavior or.the disruption he causes in thCless: Thpre-

. .

fore, yearning, must be made to be more. reinforcing than misbehaving,

is to some students.

It has been shown that students learn at different.raies as well

as by different techniques. 1164ever, the way a classroom is iiOnducted

pietently, allows yery,little individuality. In addition, it has been

shown that students -inttrest isemintained longer and students learn
,---

.

,,-.
.

.

better by active participation in the learning' experience. One* again,
,f.

1
.

the classroom offers little ective participation.in the learning ex-

.

perience. Also it has been shown that students receive very little

reinforcement for good behavior or for academic achievement. It is

no wonder then that the teacher finds distip4ine her number one prob-

lem. It is my contentionxthat most behavior prOhlenscould be elim-

inated .end instruction-enhanced if the claserOoMH4as deSigned to med-

iate instruCtion With-the stUdept.learning7cheracteristicsmentioned

above. 0

4
,, Instruction should be made so that childrenere'a

,Learningincteases with. number of senses used inthe,
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perception of new material. Usual classroom procedures employ at

the most two senses sight and soundkand these vicariously: the

student alts in his seat and watches the teacher write on"the chalk -i

board and listens to the lecture. A much more effective method would

utilize active participation. Students'would do the writing and talk -

ing,.and when the instruction concerns something concrete, students

would inspect the object incorporating as many senses as possible.

Studen could help teach one another by disCussing and questioning

with one nother. The teacher would serve as a :guide through the

learning xperience deciding what is to be learned'ind by providing

the materials and structure. The actual teaching shOuld bileft up'

to the student,whenevei ppssible. Using this technique children would

Jbe'allowed to learn at their own rate,And in their awn way.

r. The teacher should serve as a motivator,.notby threat but by

encouragement and recognition. of achievement.' He should always be

ready to reinforce the behaviors that areeneourage&by active parti

cipation. A reinforcement schedule should be determined for each

child sinCe-soMechildreii.Work effectively for:long periods with oc-

casiOnal reinforcements.- Others require morelrequent- 'reWards to

maintaiu their behavior, Also, eaCh-individual child must be evalu-

ated to find whatteinforees his behavior-the-best. children have

differ* raferendet and What is rewarding to one may not-be rein-

aAother..

Ifnction is designed to accommodate individual differen-

ces, in methods Oflearning (including rate of learning.as

active participation,and4ndividualized reinfordement, children

oil?' learn more efficientlyand'will remain an011.44-atic..:As a

ConSequente behavior problems will decreaSe:and education will be,
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free to educate instead of deal with discipline problems.
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Behavior Modification: An Issue for the Teacher?

LaRetta M. Garland

University of Georgia

, While one segment of science forged ahead in the physical and bio-

logical fields, man has continued to condone, support, and even revere,

the traditional philosophies and psychologies of human behavior. Where-
,

as the physical and biological scientists have moved with a sense of

direction from earlier concepts of animism,an "awesome revC ehce of

the unknowable," and the "nature of ;ping things". . . to a precision

Which enabled exploration of outerspace, those professions concerned

with human learning problems have tended to favor theformulatiqn of

extensive frameworks to preserve their pseudoscientific hypotheses of

the, origins of human behavior, deviant and prosOcial.

Skinner has challenged those confronted with problems of marlin.

the present to Consider't technology of behavior based upen,a science
4;115

ofbehavior comparable to the science- technology of physics and biolo-

'gy. These fields,movid to a study of cause and effect as it existed

in nature, and could be reproduced in the laboratory., In digerse.

studies -replicated, the significanCe of natural selection in the

environment was observed. Because of traditinnai theory and practice,observed.
.; _.-

a humanism: which diefied:fieedom ancLdignity(howevdf, necessary in

earlier periods in the development of ciVilization) achieVelia promi7.

nence which overshadowed considerations of the enVironMentalinflUances

of human behavior. A modicum of recognition was given to environmental

stimulation, but itsinfluences consisted mainly*of references to the

fact that man interacts with the environment, and the testing of sig-
)

nificant hypotheses, hasbeen negleicted (Skinner: 1964, 1966, 1971)
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Bandura and Skinner have reminded students of behavior that the
(.4r

traditional explanations of behavior and behavior change were depend-

ent upon the models of causality espoused by the proponents. If an-

imism, human nature, inner feelings, traits, conflicts, and complexes

produced the behavior of man, acceptable and nonadceptable, then those

have to be modified by time consuming and expensive depth psychologit.

(or psychiatric) methods designed to probe man's. inner mental and ewe-
,

tional states.,. The personality will be the focus of the change agent,

rather than the environmental, contingencies which have been demonstrat-

ed in the science laboratory and in vivo as being.both the producer

and maintainer of human behavior with the exception tf genetic influ-

encda.(Bandura':.' 1969; Skinner: 1971)i

If the'basis for,,behavior development and change_rists within

the environment, an understanding and use of the methods of control

by change agents in the culture have the potential for the production

of prdsocial behaior desired by the culture; as well as behavior

deemed necessary foryfuture positive increments in. human welfare

states.' Teachers would'be considered significant change agents in

this schema.

Learned behavior has been.demonstrated to be'.. ..dependent upon
. .

certainthe environment whereincertain kinds-of events fUnction as reinforo-,

era, and,when.such an event followe a response, sim/Nr reeponseS are

more likely, to occur 1Skinner: 1966)". Skinner implies that this

princiPle does not restrict modifiable behavior to that of a-loWer

order' of response. Reinforcera mustrbe capable of reinforcing in a

giVen-situation; -thiirequirement considers the variances betWeelo the

species, gromps,and The psychological processes of ex-

tinction, , discrimination;_generalization, and the' performantes/gen-.



rated by different reinforcement schedules tend, to be similar

throughout laboratory experimentation (Skinner: 1966).

Thi, fears often expressed that utilization-of this learning

theory in rmation will produce "mechanical men" se,m to be as weighty

as those cri ics of genetic selection propose. , The social environment

and genetic en wment are'so varied and offer so'many possibilities

for reinforcement planned and unplanned,,and for natural extinction,

that the idea of th "common mold" should hold little threat. If one

admits that man confo ms under what is presently known as freedom,

could he not conform with schedules of reinforcement designed to al-

leviati many of his social ills and to )increase his v41-being? Sid-

man reminds't6e critics of the concept of control that coercion is and

has been the. standarcIte0inique of control in this society, in. fact,

in much.of the world.' Punishment, or the threat of it, exercises

trol in law, education, diplomacy; child-rearing, interpersonal and

international' relationships. With this form of control, one has the

component of anxiety in detriMentel prnportions. Sidman supports.

Skinner's view that behavior produced by coercive methodi can be du-

pliceted2bY positive control techniques whiChwilI reduce.or eliMinate

anxieties, as well as reduce man's needs, to. utilize counter- control

(Sidman: 1964).-

Bandura:identifies three regulatory systemi .through which both-

deviant and prosocial behaviors are d4;ired and maintained. These.

Are:

2. .restonse patterns under-external:stimulns control.

Both autonomic responsiveness and instrumental be-

havior can be regulated by envitimmental stimuli

through association- with -Contingencies of 'reinforce-
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:sent.

2. response feed-back processes in the form of rein-

forcing consequences. Behavior can be eliminated

Ir15

and reinstated by varying the immediate con uences.

3. central mediational processes which act as r gulatory

melhanisMs. Guides in the form of rules and strate-

gies derived from inputs of stimuli, and tentative

hypotheses about the principles governing the inci-

dence of rewards and punishments, are developed and

tested on the basis of outcomes of actions. 4-1,

According to Bandura, man
.
is not internally impelled nor passive-

.

lY reactive to external stimulation in this framework.- His psycholo-

gical functioning involves a reciprocal interaction between the be-'

havior and its controlling environment, i.e., the behavior exhibited

partially determines the external contingencies, which, in turn, in-

fluence the behavior (BandUra: 1969)., Sidman cites the development

and use of programmed instruction in the educational process_as an

example.oePesitive reinforcement;; it is also an example which would

expreal-the7ichema of Bandura as. describe&above (Sidman: 1964).

Schoemfield states that Conditioning. -theory doeS not hm;e'ep

interest in A declaration "that man is partly free and partly con-

trolled,- or is entirely one or the. other." It seeks to clarify the
. ,

sense of these categories which may disappear when their sense is

clear, He proposes that Inquiry into theconditions.of'human living

and thinking be explored. He explains that because mail is a 'social.,

''creature, born into and lives his life in a social environment; that-

environMent-ib-thesource, 'arena-, and target for his behavior. The

AV"
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subsequent interactionsItre of the same processes of behavior modifi-

cation as in conditioning theory. He contends that "behavioral sci-

ence chooses to believe that whether the two aspects of man's func-

tioning (free versus-controlled) are to be in opposition is for

society to say by formulating, its behavioral standards suitable and

then raising individuals to meet them." When considering the ques-

tion, Is man free? . . . Schoenfield explains that man has never been

free of controls; controls in the social environment,which 'sanction

or disapprove of his behavior., He concludes that man's, dignity. comea

from'the sociality of his living; not from any mystery within the in-

dividuel (Schoenfield: 1969).

Skinner attacked the problem of control by identification of

,several issues in.the shift to acceptance of a psychology based on

the hypothesis that behavior development occurs and is maintained

in the environment with the exception of certain genetic aspects,

therefore is modifiable theiein. These issues are freedom, dignity,

and values which ultiMately raise questigns of control. The tradi-

tionalist has viewed man as. autonomous, therefore he-possessed free-

dom:because his behavior is "uncaused;'.' he is respOneible fO his

ction whether good or evil. If man is responsible for his behavior,

he has. dignity according to his exeruize of control; and this .con-

trol is in accordance with his own set of ;mines. If therenvironment

is examinedas it' Shapes and Maintains behavior; inner traits, feel-

ing states, and the aspects of mind will, not be held responsible

for man's actions (Skinner: 1971). Accessible environmental-condi-

tions with their probability for prediction and positive direction

will be the focus of those responsible for-hUman behavior with this
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scientific technology. In part, this answers and confounds the ques-

tion of "Who controls?"

Of significance is the implication thst"man is both the control-

ler and the controlled. Skinner denies the inconsistency of this

because the designer of a new culture or component controls as well

\as responds as a product of the culture. Th individual controls

himself through his manipulation of the culture Man has been exer-

cising the ultimate forms of control as he altered his genetic states

through selective breeding patterns, for example (Skinner: 1971).

It seems that the crucial issue of control arose with new vigor

at this period because of the demonstrated impact of scientific methods

,.,

in the direction of behavior, and the pressing/nee for more pre ct-
.#

able outcomes of learding in a progressively comp ex society. Limited

time, personnel, and expensive outcomes of traditional methods of be- \

havior control failed to meet the current :problems of man. If the

components of the environment which shppe man in a random fashion can

be utilized to modify him in a scientific fashion, the quality of

life for the individual and for his society-may be enhanced. Teachers

add others utilizigg learning theory will'view the environment in new

ways in the educative process, inspead of casting blame or favor on

the inner personality of the learner. The scientific approaches

should make the choices for learning material more realistic, identi

fieble, measurable, and the outcomes of learning more measurable and

predictable.
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BEYOND FR4EDOX AND DIGNI

George W. Rogers

University of Georgia

I _have not n able to disseminate. in class as such informat:on

Ln.

(:)

C1
ableness amongthe class concerning Skinner's basic thinking and pro-

as I would have liked to regarding:B. T. Skinner's new book, Beyond

Frgs.Amiti.gpliy, however, there does seem to be a general knowledge-

pose's. ,I would, however, like to further elaborate on this publics-

tion and hopeful_ clarify some of his points.

Skinner indicates that it is hard to imagine a world without

quarreling; a world filled with people ducing the food, shelter,

and clothing they need, enjoying the .selves, contributing to the en-

joyment.of others, only a rea5nau part of the world's

resources, and adding little to polluti,.)n. A world no longer plagued

with over-population, where peop:, ill find better ways to deal with

#00

their environment, and where they Will come to know themselves and

their environment corprehensively and accurately. But.Skinner believes

LI)
that all of this is possible, and that we have not yet teen what man

4.
can make of man.

Considei-ing the serious world-wide difficnties, problems, and

inconsistencies which a:fect all of us individually, nationally, an'

globally, Skinner's propositions sound go..Ice refreshing, but when he

explains that in order for us reach this higher order,living ar-
)

at--it .

rangement, we must destroy our pretensions concerning the freedom and

fim4
dignity of man, then Skinner's proposrtions, Aft many people, sound

threatening.

.46



Skinner belieeeS, based upon his experimental findings, that each

man and woman is a unique bundle of behaviors determined by his environ-

ment and that environmental conditioning shapes each of us. -He ex-

plains that man must now take total control of his evolution by con-
_

sciously designing his entire culture so that it will shape the be,

havior needed for survival. However, our pervasi7 belief in autonomous

man, the idea that in/each of us there is a mentalistic being -- an

ego, personality, anima, spirit, character, soul, or mind -- that is

somehow free, prevents this to transpire.

Professor Skinner indicates that our present approach to behavior

/his

basically prescientific, that is, we attribute events to invisible

forces. Behavior is thought of as being superficial to the real drama

going on in the depths of the mind. Skinner states that we need a tech-

nology of behavior. e must stop wasting our time reading such people

as Plato -- because this.will not help us throw light on human behavior

and will only. loster our thinking concerning "Autonomous Man." We must

Utop attributing human behavior to indwelling agents and begin to

develop_a behavioral technology comparable in power and.precision to

physical and biological technology.

The major reason,.he asserts, that we have not co* to the real-

ization of the importance of the environment is that environment has

been thought.uf as a passive setting. It does not push or pull, rather,

it selects. We can see what man does to his' environment, however, it

is harder to see what it io him. When John Wat zold Ivan P.

Pavlov devepped S-R thiiking, it did, not solve the probl f under-,

_standing behavior, so an inner man (S-O-R) was invented to convert a

"S" into a'"R". It ii now clear that the environment also affects b
47



havior after it occurs; in other words, behavior is shaped and main-

tained by its, consequences.

Fields such as: medicine, psychotherapy, education, econbmics,

religion, etc., foster the concept of-"AutonomousMan" as an important

figure, and consider that "Autonomous Man" is free and responsible for

his behavior. Th efore, we may be justly blamed or punished when we

behave badly, and so, we may be given credit and admired for our

achievements. Skinner states that, "as behavior is analyzed, the

achievements for which a person himself should be given credit seems

to approa ero. There is no point in commending a person for what

he is going o do anyway." He further asserts that a scientific analy-

sis shifts th credit as Oell,s the blame to the environment, and man

C
then becomes pre ictable.

The Literature of Fredcm and Dignity

Skinner bell:- es that most of Pi; are living under the myth of

"Freedom and Dignity" which has been generated-and nurtured through
. )

our readings of freedom-oriented literature. This literature pro-

claims that all controls are wrong and that those who attempt to

control or deprive us of dignity should be attacked or avoided.

Phhosophers'insist tHat.we should overthrow tyrants and question

governments; the end result is a better condition -- freedom. Freedom

and dignity iterature wants us to generclize that those who want to

manipUlate behavior are evil men, bent_ on exploitation.

However, Skinner argues
.

that when the control is not so obvious

(and we are certainly under many controls), man does not protest, but

when the control is obvbOts and effective, we protest -- exclaiming
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"propaganda", "brainwashing." He claims that his approach would only

Change the probability of actions. Critics argue that by changing

/behavior, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, attitudes, and opinions

also change, but Skinner says that he would not change perception or

opinions.

In the prescientific view, which is nurtured by Freedom and Dig-

nity literature, a person is responsible for his behavior,'however,

in the scientific, Skinnerian, viewpoint, a person's behavior is de-

termined by a genetic endowment traceable to the,evoluti.onary history

of the%&Recies and by the environmental circumstances to which, as an

individual,.he has been exposed. Skinner asserts that a technology of

behavior is available that would more successfully ieduce the aversive

consequences of behavior, immediate or deferred, and maximize the

achievements of which the human organism is capable, but the defenders

of freedom and dignity oppose its use.

Application of Behavioral Teclinology to the Culture

B. F. Skinner states basically t h\ t our culture is destroying it --

self, and he then questions "'if we are the master species, why can't

we develop the master culture." When the contingencies of survival

main-

taining

a culture like a species, ms 7 need to change. Instead of main-

taining our cultural practices, we must be thinking in terms of That

is best for the culture. A culture that for any reason indUces its

membersVo work for its survival is more likely to survive. It is a

matter of the good of the culture, not of the individUal. Explicit

design promotes that good by accelerating.the evolutionary process,

and since a science and'stechnology of behavior make for better de-

sign, they are important mutations in the evolution of a culture. The
49.
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direction or purpose of this evolution should be to bring-people under

the control of mov. of tl-e consequences of their behavior.

By no means does Skinner believe that cultural permissiveness

would be an ideal situation; he states that weak control only allows

another form oVcontrOl -- ethics, religion, patriotism, or loyalty.

Skinner indicates thatsa culture is a...et of contingencies, and we

must identiflOthe behavior to be modified d -re.- ign the contingen-

cies. For him, designing a culture is like designing an experiment;

we arrange contingencies and note effects. He further warns that we

have the science and technology of behavior, which is in fact much more

advanced than its critics realize, we need to save ourlves. He con-

fidently e.'"ralks that life,liberty, and Apursuit of happiness have

little beat\:15g on the survival of a culture.

Two arguments which are brought up against Skinner's thinking are-

(1) who contrOl, and'(2)'will we have a standardized pattern for pea.

ple. Professor Skinner indicates that effpctive counter control must-

be instigated; so, the controller sfltuld.be a member of the group he

controls. Also, he recognizes the need and/or mportance of variety;

so, contingencies will/be modified in or th t there. might be planned

diversification.

Finally, the author notes that we probably cannot now design a

successful culture as a whole; however, a failure is not always a

mistake; it may he simply the best one can do in the circumstances.

But, .Skinner warns%that the real-mistake is to stop trying.

Xscussion I

This book has proven to be, if not.one of importance, at least

'one of controversy, seemingly threatening even the Vice-President Of

this country. Skinner should, I believe, be admired for his attempt

So
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to point out our societal inadequacies and mispractices; it is a very

noble gesture. No one can deny that Professot Skinner has been one

of the "Greats" in the field of Psychology, and many of his experimen-

tally supported principles are used daily in tlit! form of behavior

modification. However, after a perusal r..T one begins to

wonder if this man wishes to help a decayi:i, secure an impor-

tant place for hi=self in our history. Un40,-): F, behavior modifi-

cation or the use of operant therapy techniuc. be! used effect-

ively and should be a part of the psychologies' 1-rizitioner's reper-

toire of therapeutic --achniques; however, should we redesign our cul-

rure with Skinnerian principles. The lierat concerning behavior
_

modification over the past ten years does not sear to depict this me-

ON'd as being representative of any'panacean modality or to e of the

high order '.r advancement of which Skinner writes. Skinn r makes his

claims with. much too much finality, when in reality, such a firial.
N\

status does not 'exist.

Beyond Freedom and Dignity is a book, whl^h makes ohe think,

which makes,one aware ofmany of our cultural inadequacies; for this,

it is excellent.. Perhaps some ofSkinner's proposals. should be tried;_,'

however, as a compass for our "societal sail into the future", its

value, in total, needs to be closely scrutinized and questioned.

4,
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FREEDOM AS A RESULT OF CONTROL?

R. Hal Shigley, j;

University of Georgia

LrN
r--

It is imperative that there be a communication line between the

_psychological laboratory and the school classroom. The time s ar-
c:a

rived when the public is no longer willing to foot the bill for re-

search just for -r-arch's sake. There must start to be some prac-

'.

tical application emerge from the, volumes and volumes of laboratory

research. Some of the results obtained from the operant conditioning

literature has begu fill this void. We are starting to discover

and perfect the tools needed to help the first grade teacher with

thirty screaming kids, or the special education teacher who must try

to teach mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed children. It is

not uncommon to find the teacher who reports that over half of her

time and efforts are spent on discipline and behavior control problems.

We must solve these problems before we can even consider such educe-
,

VI) tional problems as curriculum development.

tr) The classroom teacher Mould be not only familiar with, but pro-

(2'1
incselsing the frequency of desirable behavior in her childreWby re-

.

warding them at the proper times and in the proper way (positive re-

inforcement). Undesirable or inappropriate behaviors may be eliminated

(extinguished) by non2,14Inforcement in conjunction-with the reinforce-
,"

("4 meat of incompatible behaViors.

ficient in the use of-the operant conditioning principles of positive

I
reinforcement and extinction. She should know that she is capable of

The following is a brief outline of one possible approach to

modifying, classroom behavior:
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1) The'exact target problem should be specified in terms of

observable and measurable beha ors.

2) The target behator.should be defined in terms of inappro-

priate behavior or behavioral deficit.

3) Baseline levels of the problem behavior should be measured.

4) Effective reinforcers should biktermined.

5) Inappropriate behavioW,hould be ignored (placed on extinc-

tion) and behavior that is inclLpatible with the inappropri-

ate behavior should be positively reinfo

V
ced, (i.e. sitting.

In a desk quietly is incompatible with r ing around and
r

screaming.)

6) Certain behaviors should be reinforced toalce the place

of behavior 1 deficits, (i.e., reading skills in place of

non-rea g.)

7) 'Care should be taken to begin with small increments of be

havior to reinforce. Gradually, requirements should be in-

% creased before reinforcement is given, but only at a rate

compatible:with the child's performance. It is unrealistic

to require that a child sit quietly in his seat for one hour

in order to be reinforced if the baseline shows the average

ulgth of tine in his seat is 5 minutes.

8) Extrinsic or "artificial" reinforcers should be phased out

when conditions permit so that the child can learn to work

for the types of rewards tint will, exist in his or her normal

environment.

But what aboutlhe use of control on a larger scale?

Mr. A: "What would-you do if you found yourself in possession
of an effective science of behavior?"

Mr. B: "What would ',do? l'think_l would dump your science
54



of behavior in the ocean."
Mr A.: "And deny men all the help you could otherwise give

them."
Mr. B: "And give them the freedom they would otherwise lose

forever."
Mr. A.: "How could you give them freedom?"
Mr. B.: "By refusing to control them."
Mr. A.: "But you would only leave the control in other hands."
Mk. B.: "Whose?"
Mr. A.: "The charlatan, the demagogue, the salesman, the ward

heeler, the bully, the cheat, the educator, the priest-- -
all who are now in possession of the techniques of be-
havioral engineering."

This dialogue from Walden Two could just as easily nave been spoken

today in Athens, Georgia, or wherever men are worried and threatened by

the idea of control of human behavior, and other men are excited about

the potential of mankind as a result of that control.

Any group.of people could secure economic self-sufficiency with

the help of modern technology, and the psychological problems of group

)b,living to be solved with available principles of behavior modifica-

tion. Modern psychology has given us the knowledge and the skills for

controlling human behavior. So, what is the problem? We've utilized

the knowledge given to us from chemistry, physics, astronomy and mathe-

leaticil Why not psychology? Why not the science of human behavior?

The reason is that wt 144 afraid. We're afraid of being controlled;

afraid of not being in -command of our own destiny. The fact, whether

we want to admit it or not, is that we are not now free from the control

of others. We go to work at 8:00, we take one hour for lunch, we get

two weeks per year for vacation, we stop at traffic lights or pay fines,

ad infinitum. We must

of con-

we pay sales` tax. and inpcae tax vette drafte'd

not kid ourselves into believing that we are free. Some kind

trot of human behavior is inpoirOle. The4reatest danger exists in

_

continuing to pretendit hhat uman behavior is not controlled. Since we



are all products of environmental influences,we should be actively

engaged in determining the nature of that environment.

But, don't we necessarily rob a person of his individuality and

freedom by controlling his behavior? Well, let't see. If we modify a

disturbed child's behavior so that he is sitting in his desk learning

instead of running -around hitting other children, he has admittedly

lost a certain freedom. He has, however, gained a more imporant

freedom by acquiring the ability to read, make wise decisions, and

choose correct behaviors for himself in the future. If we arrange

environmental contingencies so that the erettlPithild now would rather

go to school, play with newly acquired friends, and consider learning

ore important than being "tough", aren't we tampering with his freed-

om of choice? Yes, I suppose we are. But, won't we have excessive

uniformity accompanying effective control? If that uniformity takes

the farm of excellence ir.1 all people, ooudd it be bad?

A more efficient society that could be the result of control and

planning, would mean better education, less wasted work, more meaning-

ful leisure, in short better life. People would do what they wanted

to do, not what they were forced to do. That's the source of tremen-

doumpower of positive reinforcement; there's no restraint and no

revolt. By a careful cultural assign,-it would be possible to control

not the final behavior, but the inclination to behave--the motives,

desires, and wishes. Behavior would be determined, yet people would

be free. lt,is not control that's lacking when one feels "free", but

the objectionable control of force.
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A BRIEF OVIeeiee OF ReSLeRCH ON eliei-F EetEeT:eINESS

Asp raz ReLEVeNCY OF EDUCATIOeee PSYCHOLOGY

et) Chad D. Ellett
r--

Umiversity of Georgia
Lr.

Teacher edecation has as its primary purpose the,preparatien

ca good teachers. This simple statement incorporates some of the eesteeee-

Lee

C.

plex research problems ia the tield of edecation. Cens:ter jest one

facet of the pi-abler:: Hew do you decide what criteria seeuld t use

ge effective teachieg? ideraeee difficulties

in attempts to evaleace tender education by es:abuishig some ,zriteree

for -good': teacning. As in most other areas of-research, one of the
0

major problems in teacher effectiveness has been the definition cf a

criterion. As Levin (1954) point's out., this involves a value jedgmenr:

it is a question for which there is no answer to be found through re-

search. The extensive research conducted in hopes of _determining teach-

er effectiveness ha not been very illuminating. The completd research

of hundreds of teacher effectiveness studies has not altered the position

that reacher effectiveness is related to personality In some way.

The desirability of an objective and reliable measure and predicts

of teacher effectiveness hardly needs any elaboration within the field

of educational reEeareh. Despite the mass of researce conducted to date,

there is hardly any conc'usive evidence As to the nature and means of

identifying teacher eompetence. Broadly speaking, the various types of

teacher effectiveness and competence evaluations can be, divided into the

following categories: (Ackerman; 1954)-
itae

1) studies based on the expert opinioh and consensus of judges
as to the characteristics and prerequisites of coepetehey

and efficiency.

qr.
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studies using school grades, practice teat.:-.4ing grades
and ratings of student teachieg as the criteria of
teaching efficiency

3) studies using supervisory in-service ratings, self-
ratings and ratings by fellow teachers as the criteria
for teacher competence

4) studies usine pupil opinion. and reaction. as tee cri-
teria of teacher effectiireness

5) studies using measured pupil change as the criteria
of teachor competence

It is eeneralle assumed that the ultimate criteriun -of teacher ef-

fectivezess is change in pupil behavior (Mitsel, 1960). Even where other

criteria have been used it is agreed that fhey are only prexieate meas-

ures of the ultimate goal of pupil chaeze. 1.'hatever the criterion used

in traeitional teacher effectiveness research, the determination of

teacher effectiveness seeks to answer the basic question: "Do pupils

behave differently-froe what they would have if the influence of a par-

ticular teacher had not been felt?" (Ackerman, 1954).

A brief description of the attempts made to determine the 'relation-

ship betweenteaeher behavior and pupil change dteciesesthe traditional

researcher's ceklcern with a number of variables. The initial steps are
;

usually directed toward a systematirc control and measuremient of teacher_

factors that are thought to cosAlikien pupil change. Fast instigators

have usually devoted their attention to teacher attributes such as in-

telligence, values, attitudes, interests, age, ttaining and experience,

social relaeionships, aptieudes, personality characteristica, etc.

Wasurement of pupil change is usuaily:arrived At 1.4 the application of

pre- and post-test procedures utilizing siondardized.achievement tests,%.;-

aptitude tests, pupil questionnaire, teits4 of factual information, or

some combination of these:. ':Fcv attempts have been trsditionally.ftade
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to measure pupil change i 1 terms of at, ft.udes, iA rests, and other

affective educational objectives. Tve ins11. st in the research

process is Usually a study of the rel. do hip between teacher factors

anci'p6pillange using various correlat procedures. Where signi-

ficant relationships ate reported, they ar= o little value it helping

one understand the exact nature of teacher e o pupils. Perhaps

a brief summary ofsome of the past research fin s will serve to

facilliarize the reader with methodological cons rations, the tradi-

rional teacher variables studied,' and the confli. ing results: often

r'vbtained. 'In each study cited, the criterion o teacher effectiveness

Is some measure, of 'pupil change.

I. atE41-..:h91"SIA!...,-7

A. golfe (1954) found no significant relationship between
the age of the. teacher and pupil change as measured by
the administration of achievement tests before and
after instruction in a three ;week unit in citizenship.

Brookover(:1945).found that pupil gains in information,
. as measured by: an achievement test in U.S. history, it

with the age of the `teacher up to, the age of
thirty-eight.. After this they decreaSe. The greatest
gains were' Made by pupils `.whose teachers ranged in age C
from twenty-seven to thirty=eight.

Attitude of the teacher:. towards teachers and teaching

A. Roatker (1945) reliorted*that the teacher's attitude
cowards teachers and the teaching profession, as mea-
sured by the Yeager Seale for Measuring Attitudes
Towards Teachers and the Teaching Profession; is sig-
nificantly related to pupil change as measured by
scores on achievement tests.

B. :La Duke (1945) reported no significant-relaticnship
between pupil change on tests of social studies-in-.
_formation and teacher's'scores on the Yeager Scale.

Coeliac) (1945): found no relationship between short-
and on terms pupil changes and eheHteachees-et
:titndoS towards his worit'ai Measured by a battery

fk0
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of personality tests. (Bernreuter Personality In-
ventory, Rudisillcale for eh.e Measurement of the
Personality of Elementary SchoOl Teachers, Washburne
Social Adjustment Inventory)

III. Training of teachers

A. Hall (1964) found that teachers prepared in a pro-
fessional teacher education curriculum were ratrd
as more effective by administrators and other teach-
ers and brought about more significant gains in pu-
pil achievement than teachers lacking stindard teach-
es training experiences.

'Gabrielle and Deignan (196 found that teachers
ing a professional education sequence indicated
poorer understandingof individual differences and
behavioral principleS, as measured.'by the Minnesota
Teacher Attitude Inventory, when coMpared to a con-
trol sample of non - teachers and MTAI norms.

[

C. Davis (1934) reported that s4miehts of teachers who
\had not had speciall4ed training in the subjects
which they taughrssc red higher on subject matter
achievement tests t an did students of. teachers Alo
had received such training.

Against the background'of esearch refults on teacher kompetence

and effectiveness one begins t question what the traditional teacher -
\

education curriculum had to o fer the prospective teacher, and whether

the teacher education curridblum provides the prospective teacher with

/
knowledge that cankesult lin significant pupil change. Most teacher

preparation sequences are/decidedly Means-oriented. They attempt to

iprovide the prospective teacher with suggestions regarding what he

might do in the clasiro0m. The futility-0 hpproaCh becomes ap-

parent when one stops to, assess the bas upon which the process sug-

gestiona are usually selected. Having little eirirical or theoretical.

grounding (as is indicated by past research), moat "deslrab " teacher

behaviors-are rarely, if ever, demonstrated tobe related to the jor

taskp f the teacher, bringing about learning in pupils and rz4her simply
,

reflect someone's intuition regarding how teachers should ac
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Over the past ten years the adequacy ane efficiency'of teacher

preparation have beeh question,:fi rel.eatedly by articulate critics both ,.

within and outside the profeFsioAz. Vitriolic.criticims leveled at
4

the content and relevance of conditional curricula preparing American

elementary and secondary teachers have, for the most part, gone un-

heeded. Sarason's

for the compleXity of their, task in guiding and ftimulating children's

(1962) contention that teachers are ill-prepared

learning is a case in point. He maintains that teachers will tend to

handle children in the classroom in much the same wa they were

treated in the course of their professional traifilng.

Recently,.in certain teacher education circles, an attempt,. has -

been underway to recognize the basis upon which teachers are trained.

This attempt is characterized by the position that, other things being

equal, a competent teacher is one whO is skilled in changing his stu-

dents' behavior in prespecified directions. On sets of identical ob-

jectives one, might expect the competent teacher to produce learning,

e.g., higher post -test perforMance, more reliably than an incompetent

teacher. Validation of a perfortance test strategy, in which teachers

seek to bring about particular operational changes in their students'

]earning is currently being sought (Popham, 1965). Underlying the as-
_

sumption that effective teaching is demonstrated through pupil change

is the inclusion in many teacher training programs of models for the

preparation of educational objectives (Bloom, 1956; Mager, 1962; Gagne,

1965; Beck, 197O).

Exposure to.the:preparation of educational objectives is currently

being intluded in most courses ineducational'paychology at the Under-.
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graduate level. This inclusion seems consistent with the observed

increasing emphasis in educational psychology texts on learning and

motivation and decreasing emphasis on human growth and development

and personality since 1954. Educational psychology has traditionally

been viewed as an important course in the Sequence of teacher prepara-

tion by educators and psychologists alike. However, in keepingawith

some critics pf.2rofessional education courses (Bestor, 1955) -- no

educator of psychologist has yet been,able to prove that exposure to

educational psychology leads to better teaching. One would be indeed

hard pressed in surveying relevant research.literature to find one iota

of evidence to contradict this assertion. Even the more obviOus.aspects

of whatfteacher training programs and educational psychology are be-

lieved to offer prospective teachers, e.g.,-understanding individual

differences, application of eertain.principles of learning in. changing

pupil behavior, have failed to find research support (Gabrielle and

Deignan, 1968). Investigations of the attitudes exprZed by Students

and teachers toward courses-in educational: psychologY indicate that they
!

see edUcational psych bgy as an invaluable contribution to their yro-

fessional training (Harris, Kiefert. Darby, 1969). HoWever, this does

not indicate that exposure to-educational psychology as a part orteach-

er education,-hda any effect-on teacher behavior.

Any.p..t/Ification for the inclusion. of educational psychology

a teacher preparation curriculum obviously rests on two fundamental pre-
'

mises: 1) that the nature of classroom learning and the factors in-
.

Iluenting it can_bereltRbly identified, and 2) that such knowledge

can be both systematized and transmitted effectively to prospective
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teachers (Ausubel, 1968). Perhaps a third premise might be added,

3) that exposure to educational psychology has some effdct on teach-

er behallor in the classroom. Research evidence to data has not ade-

quately supported any of the above ;remises. Educators and piycholo-
,

gist.s' definitions of educational psychology and their opoiniOns con-

A i
,

cerning what it has to offer prospective teachers varies widely (see

Watson, 1960 and Colardarci, 195 With no common rationale for in-
-}

.g.,\
cludin educational psychology in sequence of teacher preparation

,,..,)

courses, and no deMonwation orit ffeceiveness, on teach behavio5

accomplishment of educational objectives and effective employm of

pchoiogical Principles, one begins to 'Seriously question th is

for its inclusion in prospective teacher curricula.

Most psychologists' and educators wouldagree that.psychological

principles and research findings, pgiticularly these derived from-learn-

ing theory,lhave an important placeineducation. This becomes apparent
f

\to anyone who browses through a random sample of educational, psychology

texts. This same view is not supported by public school teachers rat-
/ . 1

, ings-of th racticality, validity, and applicability of research find-
.

ings to he classroom (Rumstein, 1971). One would infer from the .prac-

tieing eacher s frame of reference that traditional psychokogical prin-

cipl cannot be directly applie the classroom without losing some

of their validity. Tt would seem that much intervening research of an

applied nature is necessary before theoretidal principles of learning

can be transformed into principles of "teaching." Psychology as a sci-

ence has been criticized by B.F. Skinner (1968) for creating an4 per

petuating a large discrepancy betWeen subject matter traditionally

taught in educational psychology and its applicability to teaching and

effecton tea et behavior.
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. . The beginning teacher receives rt:o professional
preparation. he usually begins to tech as he him-
self has been taught, and if he improes, it is only
in the light of his own unaided experience. High
school and grade-school teaching is taught primarily
through apprenticeships, in which students receive
the advice and counsel of experienced teachers. Cer-
tain trade skills and rules of thumb are passed along,
but the young teacher's own'experience is to be the
major source of improvement.. . .Any special knoWledge
of pedagogy as a basic science of teaching is felt to
be unnecessary. .

n
. . . Pedagogy is

part to the fact that
orestigious word. Its

low estimate may be trace
under blandishments of statistical methods, which
promised ,a new kind of rigor, educAtional.psycholo-
gists spent half a century measuring. the results of
teaching while neglecting teaching itself. They com-
pared different methods of t aching itself. They
:compared different methOds o aching in matched
gioups and could oftert'say that e method was clear-
ly better than Another, but the m hods they compared
were usually not drawn from their own research or even
their own t ?eories, and their results seldom generated
new m hods. Psychological studies of learning were

sterile concentrating on relatively unim-
details of s few typical Zearningosituations.

ch as the memory drum, the maze, t
bok, and verbal "problems." The lea
tins cur4S that emerged from these st
useful in the classroom and came to oc
less r ant place in textbooks on educational psy-
cholo Even'today many distinguished lea ng
rists insist that their workshas no prac rele-
vance.'.

crimination
and forget-

dies were never
upy, a less and'

8

The argument- presented above by Skinner seems. essentially based on

°
the historical failure of learning theory, as traditionally presented

by educational psychologists, to -Provide a psychologically relevant

4 basis for'teeching practice. Disillusionment regarding the relevance

And useftlnes f learning.theory- for prospective teachers tly 'been res-

ponsible for t recent emergence of "theories of teachings' that are

independent. of theories of learning. N. L. Gage .cites .the historical

record in arguing that theories of learning have had very little ap-

plicability to and influence on educational practice, w r a t h uca-
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tional psychology cextbooks, in courses

or in veryday operations of classroom

th theories of learning are "inherent

st.ruction and should therefore be ref

Ft example; he states that:

. ...while theories of les
an organism learns,esheori
the ways in which aersor
to learn, . .To satisfy tt
e ucation, theories of lea

r head" so as to yield
!Gag 1964).

The undeniable hortcomings of lea

traditional educational psychology pout

herent" limitation in the plicability

al practices. The criticis of educat

seemed to be motivated by the observati

school learning theory does not deal WI

curs in the classroom. This situa on

the failure of edUcationalysychologi

`plied research'in actual classrooM.sett

tent of educati:onal psychology courses,

etc., it appears that.educational psych

pr ctlee of extrapolating the theories

ch logy to explain the problems 1pf cla8

limited way, this supplies the rational

terest in and evidence to support the e

onteacher behavior. If educational-ps

tence as a requirment in the teacher e

have practical relevance for teachers i
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to teaching methods,

He argues further

avant for problems of

theories of teaching.

L with the .ways

:hing deal with
BS an organism
al -demands of

t be "stood on
of teaching

)ry, as presented in

at necessarily an "in-,

Ling theory to education- .

:hology offered to date

le prevailing brand of

Id of .learning that oc-

itly the product of

let the necessary ap-

an one surveys the con-

liCerature in the field,

lave succumbed the

ilgs'ofexperimenta psy-

rning. -Perhaps,

lack of resear

aducational psychology

Ls to justify its exis-

lurriculum if it is to

Ld and thus render the
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cher more effective in maximizing learning outcomes, if it is not to

replaced by courses in preparing instrytional objectives and theor-

ies of teaching, it must begin to critically examine (through basic

classroom research) some lipportant.issuea. Among those deemed impor-
,/-

tent by this and other critics are:

1) Why has clas4room"learning theory undergone a decline and reached
the point where theories of teaching are preferred in accomplish-
inivedircational objectives? ...

2) What are the. principle factors influencing school learning?

3) What principles<)of classrooth learning exist.that can be taught
so as to have relevance for the teacher in accomplishing educa-
tional objectives?

4) Are the kinds of learnihg that take place in the.classroom qualita-
tively different from those that take place in the laboratory, or

- can all learning be explained by the same basic principles?

5) Is edudational psychology a field in its own right with its own
basic theory, research problems, and methodology, or does t mere-,
ly consist of he,diteet application of, general psychological prin-
Cipl and metho cational problems?

Should research workers n educational psychology follow a "basic
science" or an applied.ap roach?

) Does educational psychology ave.anything to offer that is not
implicit in common sense notions of-teaching?

Does there exist
psychologists an
'of educational
content? II So bat ca`

between . "professional" educational
ass'poti eachers concerning the importance

nd the practicality, and validity-of its
dOne in designing the teachereduca-

tiOn cur um to reduI is discrepandy7

9) Does educational psychology haVe any lasting effect on teacher
behavior?

10) What justification is there for advocating t1 educational psy-
chology constitute part of the preparation of prospective teachers?

In the absence of-valid answers to these basic questions by educa-

tional psychologists, it appears.-that teachers can only adopt two

native patterns in searching for successful teaching practices andprin-
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ciplen of learning. They can either rely on traditicnal educational

61klore and on the precepts and examples of .their on teachers and

colleagues, or they can actempt,to discover effective teaching through

trial and error. . . which is maybe what haasklways been done.

41.

60
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Institutional Design: An Administrative Approach,

Judd A. Katz
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University of Georgia

No matter what initial appr*ach we profess as to the maintenance

of behavior, especially the behavior that is developed in educational

institutions, we must give credence to the fact that behavior is strong-

ly influenced by the consequences that it generates.ot that follow a

student's response; some even go so far as to say that behavior is a

direct functioncof its consequences. One may be *a die-hard Skinnerian

and focus his complete attention on the external'events of an institu-

tion or be complptel. humanistic and devote much time to searchttg out
.7,

the inner caverns where the homuculus resides. In either case,'research

and data point out that: great success. lies in the mantpulavlop,of environ-

4mental contingencies. Efficient teaching is a function cf,the proper

manipulation of events which pervade the classroom:

Educational research is steeped with proposals and critiques, but
c;-

.,t*re,is also an emergence of new topics which fall Under the-categories
0

Of classroom detign, contingency contracting, and, educational engineer-
,

ing which I would like to extensively examine, riot only throUgh.the

role' of- the schtoal psychologist but through the,role of the administra-

a
for as well. I for one take the position of the behavioral engineer and

cite two articles in the literature. The first-1s "The Normal Sources

orlFathologicalBebavior" by Murray Sid (1960), 'and the second is

"Why Teachers(FaT by B. F, Skinner (1965

totally froirlaboratbry events in the analysis of conditioned suppression

Sidman's data is iktpitte4-7

--.2

which is,the application of.4 noncentingent aversive schedule overlap-,.:

ping.ircontingent reinforceMent schedule. Sidian noticed that a water

r.
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deprived organism wo41d respond to water reinforc.ement for bar pressing

but would stop when a noncontingent CS condition for smock was intro-

duced. This is conditioned suppresion. When Abe time for S was re-

duced and CSfor shock inreased, the organism would respond during

the CS shock interval and_tAt discriminatory behavior would break down.

Is the-a pathological occurrence or something peculiar within the or-

ganism? Sidman says nb The reason the conditioned suppression res-

poeses break down is d to the temporal. relationship between the,per-

iods of contingent reinforcement and noncontingent shock. In is;.tersub-

ject replication, it w s found that all' ater-dep d subjects would

receive 902 of the ,flowed reinforcement. This mes that dig per-
il+, r,

iods of longer S /triAls and short CS and shock, condition uppres-

sion would occury,:but*during periods of short S trials and long CS
.,--

and shock, conditioned suppression would not occur. Sidman could con-

.trol the suppression trials by manipnlating the external events, namely

the schedule. Sian atated, "This breakdown of the behavioral baseline

is.the kind of phenomenon that suggests pathology. . .(the behavior)

was certainly bizarre, but we were able to show that even the most

bizarre .performances were under the control of orderly and manipulable

factors. In no sense did they represent deviations from lawful behavior."

As'a proponent of Sidman, my concern -is with the environmental strutture

in an educatio ting.,

Skinner's article, "Why'Teachdrs Fail,"tarallels Sidman's approach

of Skinner explains the failure of human

learning under environmental circumstances which are nor conducive to

learning. Just as Sidman examines the short duration of reinforcement

schedules that produced unexpected behavior, Skinner examines the sparse-

ness of reinfercement and abundance of aversive stimulation that stir-
/2
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:ovilds the student in the clicssro The ?ngoinr process of teaching

16 bypassed by the greater interest in the school plant, personnel

and eilutpment, says 6kluner; A good teacher is considered as one who'

knows. his subject matter end is interested tx it. Anpspecial know-

ledge of pedagogy as a basic. science of teaching is felt to be unnec-

essary. Human behavior is tar too complex to be let to casual ex-

perience; the teacher needs help. Inparticular, he needs the kind

of help 'offered by a scientific analysis of behavior. The help is

available, 114 can be seen in the works o CObe (1963), Premck

(1959), Homme (1969), Wolf (1968) (1963).

Terrace's contributio aa in errorless darimination, the pro-

graming and presentatien of stimuli so as not to Confuse.the subject.

Premed( uncovered the principle of reinforcing evdnts that maintain

behavior. This principle allows teachers to present free tine or a
0

pleasant task 4S a reinforcement opposed to comwatibles which have

been criticized in classroom use. Homme capitalized on, the Premack

Principle and designed whole classroOsayegimen on:reinforcing events.'

Wolf hasdkktensively,invaded the world of proper classroom "manners"

by designing token cultures to shape proper attentive behavior, and

Keller has permeated,cUrriculum d s gn-byJntroducing the progxammed,

course, a'SyStera by which a student not on studies at his own rate;

but is allgwed access to lectures, demonstrat experiments on

the basis 'of -previouk-oLeFcess..

With all this great research going for us, where is the problem?

. The preiblern-stens from the fact that tho$e in the know are not always
, .

those in control,' Eleme ry and secondary learning institutions
. be-

,

come isolated tram the instream of educatidna/tr6search. Goolsby.,
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(197l) sn-- some institutions Lt-to-e

the teacie-rrfr4.4in loveIs and I:a:hematite! abilities

specific mPntary are -tit a ft w years above the student

levels. Problems- lika these should not go un4etected, kr:117 they do be-
t

.7ause C 3 dminitration is not oriented toward pointing. out breakdowns

in leer ^1ng procedure and is not receptive to new ideas. It is the ad-

ministration that n%j-s we convinced before any improvement can be trade

in the school. Since the superintendent is in charge of the principals

and indirectly in charge of the teachers, any educational design'-to

be utili d =ust be .deed and Understood by the superintendent. Now

the critical questio n is brought up. Kow much leeway would the school

psycho_ugist have e 'present: school. administration? Even though.

the school psychologist y have some excellent ideas about educational

design, the success or even the implementation of educttional design de-

pends on the support of the administrator. Halpin, in his book "Theory

and-Research in Administration" (1966) defines six administrative di-
,

which exit in school. systems. These climates were derived from

Halpink Qrganizational Climate Description Questionnaire. The climates

are labeled. open, autonomous, contToll4d, familiar, paternal and closed

and they define_ the adtinistrative,conditions which make the working

environment-of a school. linIpio's point is that your work, your re-

search,
,t

search, even your point of view are almotit a direct function of the

administrative point of view-of proper manarment.ane education. Young

perSonnel '14th:bright ideas can become quickly blunted.lf they are- .

Part of the wiling 'administrative climate. 4inner'S view was that

,,adminiatiaers concern themselves with vlant.'-.anti 190ney type, problems,
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and Hayes' (See Appendix I.) accumulation of pertinent school\prob -

lens bears this out. Out of 66 items of major concern to school ad-

ministrators, 801 -are strictly system oriented and 20% are education

oriented. Can you imagine being in a controlled climate, concerning

yourself with mostly system problems when you would like to do educe-

\; tional and psychological research? Of course, not all climates are

highly controlled wut why leave it up co chance for school system

ment. Is there a possibility of slowly converting the adminis-

trat ve hierarchy into a mc.,:e educationally oriented structure. This

is the problem I'would like to investigate, my hypothesis being that,

in or er to have a full thrw- ongoing educational grog as defined

by Sk nner, Keller, et.al., the = dmiinistration must be more education-

ally o iented o adVisors in the form of school or educational psy-

chologist be able to advise the administration on a compatible

level in the supervisory chain.

The same parallel can be made in U.S. industry. A corporation

president has a staff of department heads. These directors are spec-

ialists in their fieldt of finance, sales, program planning and quality

control (See Appendix II). 1 would like to draw the-relationshiP bet-

%leen a school psychologist and a quality control director. Botb posi-

tions (See Appendix III) concern themselves with the quality of produc-

tion, one a business commodity, the other an educational service.

Both job descriptions possess a high deg- of overlap as defined by

the Dictionary of Occupational. Titles (1965), but more than just a

dictionary dscree both jobs shoUld be devoted to the integtity Of

providing the public with the hestservice they can, give. Since a

parallel exists between job lunetion, a parillel should also exist in

Administrative autliotity Thd school psychologist, racer than being
'

41:
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on an
administrative level with a teacher,

should hold an advisoryposition ranging within the levels of curriculum
advisor and assist-ant

superintendnet. As he sits nos, the school psychologist is sub-ordinate-to the director of special
services; the director of cialservices is parallel to a principal;
the voice

oneducational designsits low on the totem pole.
Sidman and

SkinnerAtry.desperately.toshow us that behavior
change and education are an

environmental -fume-
J.

tfon. Goolsby Chows the outcome when the environment is neglected;behavior of student and teacher as well
deteriorates. Data on in-house research

derived by a school
psychologist is sparce because ofthe

psychologist's position in
the4dministrative chain. This is com-mensurate with a sergeant

_tx-LiNng\to direct command within a battalion:-*he just does not have the authority to do so.
Knolwedge of institu-tional design must reside 'fin the minds of the school

administratorsin order that learning
environments can be preserved. Quality controlin education must be a function of higher level

administration, afterall, how many more
county school

systems exist that Goolsby has des-cribed? Hoax many more can we afford?
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Ap',...endix

A Collec:i:,r, of
Administrative Froblens in-the School System

4,

Collected by Mr. Andrew Hayes
Doctoral Candidate, E.d. A

±str:1or L. of G.
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1. The Board of Education has approved a plan to ado bathroom facil-
ities to a school building. The board member appointed to the
bui1dina committee has stated that he will delay it as long as
possible. I have been told to proceed by the superintendent

2. We have children participat14 in Title I projects who are author-
ized to have dental work done. These are small chiLdren and par-
ents work and cannot take them to the doctor. Someone -rst ac-
company them to the office. No funds are available to are some-
one'to take care of these children.

3. Property tax: This type of tax is a regressive tax, therefore, it
is inequitable and not realistic. It is also extremely hard to
administer fairly. This is a major problem since education, espec-
iglly in Georgia, derives much of its income from this tax.

4. Lack of differentiated staffing in both assignments and salaries
in educatiion poser; a major problem. Does not allow for rewards
or incentives for competence And additional work in his area.

(

5. Student preparation in a eas of reading, for example in earlier
grades:

6. Joining teachers' organizations.

7. Relationships with non-teaching staff.

8. Orientation of new teacheri.

9. The educational sequence does not include the necessities of life
for survival. In relation to the above statement, I believe that
no student should graduate from high school without knowing how to
swim, change a tire, write a letter asking for a job, determine
the foods that make up a balanced diet, how to fill out an income
tax form and other necessities needed in our daily lives.

10. A large percentage of students have very little initiative too
achieve Educational goals of students conflict ; with goals of teach-
ers and parents. Communication between e.aacher-student.and parent-
student have changed and created conflicts in classrooms and homes.,.;

11. One of our eleventh grade student:- has failed several subjects for
two consecutive years. This student has been in our school system
since the first grade, and his testing scores have been a little
below average throughout his school career. His parents have
become quite concerned and are insisting that the school do some-
thing to "see that my boy graduates."

. 12. One of our teachers complains constantly to a custodian about the
way ho cleans and maintains her tssroom. This has lead to sev-
eral personal clashes between them.

13.- In my tenure as a teacher and administrator, I have noticed the
lack of so-celledConcerned personnel who fill the ranks as teach-
ers, This ranks as major problem since anyone with a college
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education can apply and receive a teething certificate. Scree res-
trictions should be placed on the applicants, and they should be
under close scrutiny for the first couplef `ears. Many be,ndi-
tions would improve if the teachers were * better organized and
closer screened group.

14. Passing bond referendums - Because of the ;great need for new
school plant buildings, it becomes it:perz'tive to pass bond refiL.r-
endums in order to finance their cost.--e

15. eroviding vocational traing for the mentally retarded who is
lost when taught at the usual pace.

16. Schools that have a certain program designed around a key perscn
instead of designing a program and then using special competen-
cies of people to implement the program.

17. Few school administrators have the time or take the tine to work
with the student body to identify the educational objectives of
the school system.

18. School fiances to include the high cost of athletics.

19. Race relati.Dna

20. Student automobiI-:z

21. A major problem for the seventies will be in obtaining adequate
financitl for quality education program.

22. It will be extremely difficult to meet the skilled training needs
of the expanding American economy in the seventies.

23. The edutational complex is going to have problems in developing
relevant standards for the measurement of accomplishment in -eir
systems.

24. Guidance personnel not interested or motivated in regard to coun-
seling student's to enroll in a vocational eourse, if and when a..
student is interested in vocational subject.

25. Why is it necessary for the State Department of Education to re-
quire a teacher to take the NIE and the score is used to determine
salaries?

26. Due to the fact that many colored children and a portion of the
white students have been socially promoted through elementary and
junior high school poses a big problem to high school teachers
around graduation-time. Should we continue to do the same?

27. Inability to keep qualified maintenance personnel due to-low pay.
(No more-money is-available),

80 0



2E. LumcMr
office.

fret-- ofenu _mange n

7:e ra:e in tne U.S. is drc ,- r
peop., in ::-.e ed%.cational field ;.ii- de; -..tn -.:ha7... :_

si_r,s1 alternatives -....ill to available in ten iez.5..

EviLo t!.e instruotiunal progran is veil planned ' a

sane teaf:.ers are, inconpetent relating tne infitr-.ftional proces
The proClen is determining ...-tot alternatives are

availablt dealing wit'h these teachers, especially if they are
teaLred.

Ieac:lers cahho: keep up in^,C. in ec..ocation. thow can

adequate in-service pros: to ,17,r0Y-i-eett7;and then how can teach-
ers be encouraged to taif.e advantage of these can .,me be
provided cor:.tg the school day for such prsional 'activity?

32. There has been too much negative publicity and criticism' of school
programs. Hvw can school personnel i7prove communications so tqat
bettf Iis relations can exist in the community?

33. Integrating a vc.:ational pngram with academic ?rogram in our
secondary schools.

3.. Is local support for public schools likely to continue at 8....ut the
same rate and, if reduced, what may or nay not be some of the con-.
sequences?

35 One problem that concerns secondary school peeple is the breakdown
of the family unit. ,':any students encounter family problems and
pressures thus decide to move to another area of the state or May
move into an apartment with friends. This situation places school
officials-in a situation where they Must deal with students having
difficulty or causing trouble, and at the Same time deal with par-
ents who have no control over the students or knowledge of his
*activities.

36. In our society, subdiVisions spring up quickly.- The difficult'
comes wheh a school pro m must appeal: to several and sometiftes
hundreds of mini or fra ted communities.

37, Teacherselaries are low in some areas.

38. Lack of parent interest t schools.

39. Friction between black .5nd white teachers.

40. leacher cooperation with the administration,in their enforcement of
school policy and rules. Ex. smoking, dress codes.

Al. Sue hands in,homework which she copied from Mary.
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tZ .f -he desks
refuses to nake resz4----r. or f

ortoso,.. an 4

L.ve

irdividual

school

a=.1 counsel :h school

eie boupd studehts prepared :n fieI.s of
job,abiliti, and needs. Not to left out in
icn for after high school if their not olannt ,

10 t,-idEnts

and o that
to -Oe

a sou.. c: -v :eel

establilh re.tations, ips with faci., Counselors
they know to turn to whin they need help or ad-

faced with a prohlen, large or soal;., and 7"--t.

toe y can tura to for help.

47. i:9-: to away :4th the stigma that still pray on some minds tha:
Area Tehnicl schools are just for the high school drop outsc,nly7

:4.ehr.al trail:Ink-of which the "school endeavor to do is good-fp
pre:ailthg here ,...There is another type cf training tLat 1O-'
twee als.o (SPIf(IL.A.L.) if nan is to live in abundance
and here How can this tactfully be incooperateC:

49. Educational background of students.

No proVisions for instructors to keep current' in their specialty
areas.

51. Consideration for employment of a votational-technital educator is
based preimarily on his experience. Foe, is hired on a twelve month
contract. After a few years of teaching he finds that he is getting
1;:hind in the latest technological advances made, in his field. In-
dustry provides short ter (one or two weeks) :training sessions for
the purpose of training personnel in changes made in their latest
products.. Tle majority of these training sessions are free. Some
companies wil even pay expenses for these sessions. How can the
classroom instructor best con ince his supervisors of the need for
staying up with the latest innovations, so that.9g$.4ill provide
for the instructor to attend industry training sessions?

52. Inadequate staff for providing needed support for instructional
staff.

53. With the stipulation that. the black and_ whta should be raticaed in
each school-according to the community's black. to white ratio; The
questir is this to be effectively done?

54, To give st,clents some say as to the quality of instruction that they
received it ,a given proi:Isser. .

//
55. 'Uow. to have bee ter discipline ia.iehools, //

..
56, A scheol lapse ity:h414.. at the schootAymnastum,.._,tob,5p14061to-the

danct'intoxiopte44 And it is s-pflled toyour-Attention.-
. . . .. ,..

, .

., AO,
''

,.



jack steals s camers'frou aud;ce visual tt at a
lezal sbep. =a is caught and ccefesses.

c-,c. Inter:.eckinz t.,1 curriculum oetween adetic and vocitia: sue-
;tots in oath and

La,.:k of parent ccoperation, ncern.ing omstdes:rable eduoation
for the child.

EC. Vandalm is an increasing preb.len that cc.:ens school officials.
Buildings are damaged supplies and esuipment stolen atLd t cost
to replac.., ,lhis less dips deeper into the already insufficient
school bu

1

5. is bring done to make co4mse work 70-.47re rlevant to degree
't-tang pursed.

62. The pupli-teacher ratio is too large, except pessioiy in schools
with special feilal funding. iv can the a'erage teacher meet
the needs, especial l? of the tisadvantaged c14.1d, in the areas
of reading?

63. Rapid growth in- technology is bringing aboiat changes in every as-
pect of our lives. The problem for eduoators is determining what
skills and values our adu ts of the future need to learn now in the
elementary schools.

64. Inability to get sch buses to -chool on zime. Buses arepr-
vately owned and parents pay for the cildren riding.

65. Mr. Hayes, as of now, that's it.

. .

66. Providing quality transportation for rural students on the limited
funds of rural couuties'as an ever increasing number of city stu-

4\,.dents

move into rural areas.

$3
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HIS F012 l EFFECTING EDUCA,TIONAl, 0177COXES

John J. Vance

University of Georgia

The positin taken in this paper revolves around three factor

change as a p.trz.anent an,.! energizing force in our society, neces-

sity to deal with and effect the flow of this change, and the role of

the School Psychologist in this change as seen from a Field Theory

position.

The central idea of the Field Theory position is that objects in

a field take on their dynamic character as a result of their position

in the field. Roles are therefore responsive to and dependent upon

definitions of their sett4-n-g. There is then a distinction between

the enacted role and the expected role.

These concepts may in part explain ryriad role conceptions and

role conflict that face the School Psychologist. Each training in-

stitution has its definition of role, the school system has its defini-

tion and the School Psychologist has his self-definition.

0
The roles and functions as reviewed in the literature are frequent-

ly contradictory and boundless in scope. The later aspect is well il-

lustrated by 61:e writer's definition of the School Psychologist as

"trained not only in Abnormal and Clinical Psychology but. . .expert

In Child and Adolescent Development, 'differential psychology, measure-

ment and evaluation, social psychology and group process, personality,

learning, motiyation, research and experimentation as well as educa-

tional methodology itself."
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author v ie toe present role definition of the School Psy-

cholog t as reviewed in related literature pertaining to . coirements

of training iotitotions, position post r- of School Ps-echologists, and

surveyzi of fonotions as consisting of two najor orientation:

patholog oriented and w,h oriented, and four -o.ajor role defiaitioos:

the Clinician, the Teeter, the Academic Model, and the Educational 'Pro-

gram:ter. The Clinician adopts the medical model: individual diagnosis

and treatment. He is pathology-oriented and therefore more interested

in personality disorders and their rencdiation. The Tester functions

as an evaluator to place children in special education classes. He is

pathology oriented and limits his function tu diagnosis. The Academic

Model functions chiefly as a scientist and professional consultant

rather than serving directly. He is the transmitter of psychological

knowledge and skill found in research to the context of the school. He

is a problem solver but solves the problems through consultative ser-

vices rather than direct intervention. The Educational Programmer is

]ovelopmentalist. He is growth-oriented as opposed to pathology

oriented. His main emphasis is in planning educational programs for

children. The accent is on designing learning experiences appropriate

to developmental levels. He disregards medical diagnosis and attends

to educational handicaps. His position is usually high on the adminis,

trative hierarchy.

A brief review of the growth and evaluation of one particular',

psychological service located in Phoenix, Arizona may serv9,rn il-

lustrate both the divergent roles and role conflicts of School Psy-

chologists. The Child Study and Consultation Service had its origin

in 1952 in Phoenix, Arizona. It developed five main areas of function-
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ing whic:. are related to the role definition,1 presented previously.

The five areas are:

1. Child Studyessentially a clinical approach to
learning difficulties for whfsch intellectua l ani
personality evaluations are needed.

Consultationoccuring in two major areas: (a)

pupil oriented problems, similar to Child Study,
but the pupil is not seen by the psychologists,
(b) sc.hool-orienteo problems related to grading,
curriculum, instruction, etc.

3. In-Service Trainingseminar type of teaching,
application of psychological and mental health
principles to the school setting.

4. Researchexperimental psychology with a very
practical approach to school problems.

5. Community Services -- drawing upon sociological
factors relating to broad needs of families and
the functions of co=munity services.

A questionnaire developed to evaluate the effectiveness of each

of these five areas. There was a five point scale from "most impor-

tant" to "least important" and "most effective" to "least effective."

A total of 560 questionnaires were distributed to 110 administrators,

300 teachers and 50 school nurses. The questionnaires were also com-

pleted by the Child Study staff.

Of those items composing the child study category, school person-

nel rated all items (except pupil and parent counseling) in the upper

half of importance. All school personnel ranked the interpretation

of diagnostic studies to parents as the single, most important function.

Identification and assessment of the exceptional child was ranked sec-

ond in importance. None of the raters ranked therapy or counseling of

pupil or parent as an important function of the School Psychologist.

Consultation services as an area of functioning was rated second in
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importance by the Child Study psychologists, although teachers rated

it fours n and administrators fifth. The functions included in the

area of in-service training were ranked third by p ologists and

teachers JZ;d ccnd adoini-- tors. The research role cf the

psyelol rated fourth in fn ortao e t administrators and

fifth by teacher,.

This study pas presented to illustrate that divergent roles

are tolerated and maintained i.i the educational structure. The pre-

ference of role by administrators and teachers was that of diagnos-

tic study of individuals. How effe:tive will the school psycholo-

gist be in producing a total therapeutic environment by an endless

repetition of putting out brush fires? This function reaches too

few, too late, and has little impact on effecting educational outcomes.

The School Psychologist is relegated to his diagtutic role by

the structure of the educational system. His most effective means of

changing h4.s role to have the fartherest impact on the educational

structure itself is to place himself in a position in the hierarchy of

the administrative staff which has most control over the functions and

operations of the educational system. The title he is assigned is of

little importance as compared to the authority and decisio making

role he plays. His training in diagnosis, remediatIon and develop-

ment of therapeutic educational programs will be implemented through

changing the essential structure and processes of the educational

system.

The School Psychologist is an agent of change re;,,ardless of

which of the many roles conferred upon him by the educational

structure he chooses to assume. The question is 4hicli role allows
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for the most ignifican f triui rb, the educa-

:lona; process. Perhaps functioning as an agent of 6%acge any

pr,5it which t.e its the es'ab:i schc.-,o1

whi_h growth ano devt-:72,ent of each child is nurtured :InC

is a necesary for t=": schol

At present he .s locked in .is role by the pattern and structure

of the ed/JcatiOnal systen- is role is prescribed by the outlduks and

attitudes of administration and teachers. A change in the syste.-7, brings

changes in positions and roles and the changed interaction alters the

way participants are feeling. "The general formula, as stated by

Goodwin Watson in "Social Psychology", runs structure-process-attitude

--S-P-A." Perhaps when the structure is changed the functions of the

School Psychologist .. Clinician, Consultant, DiaghOstician, Educa-

tional Progracner wi21 have greater efficacy.

The School Psycnologist is concerned with change but his enphasis

must be on directing planned change though the productive use of hit'

psychological insights in the investment of his energies toward devel-

oping new and productive patterns in the educational structure. Con-

cern only with pathology and relegated to the role of diagnostician

alone wastes his energies on correcting pathologies and not contribut-

ing to the health of the syttews as a whole.

A therapist can be concerned with the health of the total indi-

vidual not just the diseased parts. The School Psychologist in a

decision making role can attend to finding ways in which the subparts

of the educational system can be related more'effectively to tht whole.

When this has been accomplished, the health of the system will produce

the energy and creative arts to maintain itself.
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Change in'ol.tr ociety Is 0 :n effect planned direct-

In^al chane Is ofrem a sir.sw and jars task. hIstcr-.. of

det:onstratihs ci tnt s;ctai

interaz.tics tnat proceed fc e attles of indivdua:

effect the sy'tten tut 1-t.re cften

Instf.:ns exist ...;1-::ch perpetuate thenselves as institutis

and no lenger'le,erve te purpce for wl%ith they were intended. Eur-

eaucracies burtaucrats vho produce nore burcaucracie.

The 'educational !:,ystem and thu total social sr,te are so in-

terrelated a..nd interdependent that earn is what the ot:.er has pade

it. Neither; can point the finger of blane at the failure of th.:

ocher.

SQ1a1 cngcd :r1 the "!-,elpihF professi,cns,"
.111

related fields, and 17:d'ocaton each divide

society into Its pa :Igical parts znd each aatinisters hi. .pscii

theray,utic treatn(:nt. If each treatment were .r beneficiI

claimed, there should not be a problem raining in the country.

The conflict of ideologies of individual professionals is itself

a contributor to the conflicts in society.

Categories, roles, classification are necessary for counica-

tionand theoretical considerations but they have become accepted as

reality not as the symbola they are. How does an individual divide

himself into a psychological being, an educational being, etc. He

is being. His health is neither mental nor physical. It's simply

health.

The helping profesinnh In protecting their individual identi-

ties have gone far afield from their original purpose--to ht:lp.
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:t has been this pater tc define a new ro:e

the :;chool Fayehologist It is in a w y contradictory to define a

=&:,e when the a.;',-;Ttion "ieers to

t,;. solve. Frz:es are fictitl;u:s and -

f r oie.;o h servf- guides for an ' to funezien

They art s3771;;ols of reality not !tail !=Self and suld

and elin.inated ...hen they no longer serve a pur7ost.

The School Psycholo.?,i't is a changer and his pcfitin the ad-

t4,nistrati structurt deternints the spread and effectiveness of

his chaz.c.n? L'ut as he chanes the structure a:Id 217(,:.

in which he exists 'tis role oust change or it becoes a stale ldeoI
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ACCOUNTABILITY hi EDUCATION: WHY'

J. Leon Dalton

University of Georgia

of opinion among advocates of accountability is that-

faith moor cational institutions. The accep-

..yol programs that cannot be dei..trated to have proveable

worth Is no longer the rule. To substantiate this lack of faith in

our educational institutions, exponents of accountability are pointing

to decreased spending by local school boards, failure of school bond

referendums to gain voter approval, and the reluctance of the general

public to. accept by testimony alone the notion that School's are doing

a . Job.

Some degree of credibility Must be lent to these claims in sup .t

of a system of educational accountability. At the same time it isever

simplistic to say. categorically, as most supporters of accountability do,

that. there is a-loss o.Upublietruat in our educational institutions.

If one is to argue from,thii reasoning for a system of accountability

let hive be equally ferVent in recognizing a declining faith in all our

institutions. So what's:new?

Perhaps it would be. more meaningful to ask what part of our educa-

tional structure' the p blic has lost confidence in since'an institu-

tion does not consist of a singular component. When we consider the

Idea of loss of faith do we assume the public'has lost confidence in

the actual physical structure of our institution::? yarious research

studies have shown this to make a difference in the manner and amount

a student learns. Are.wetalking about administratOrS, teachers, sup?.

port peiOncl, teXrbeok publiPhers 'or_ perhaps students? 'Then what
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about the more ab trat features of an institution such as philosophy,

goals, curriculum, and programs? It seems reasonable to 'Irgue

that proponents of educationAlaccountability could not indict the

whole_system on such vague 13.ot.6ds without specifying exactly where`

\
there is a loss of faith in the system. If the to'al system is opera-

ting that poorly then perhaps it needs to be abandoned in favor/of a

more workable system. If accountability advocates have no other clear

system to propose, then it seems risky to make such sweeping inferences

on such thin evidence abdut the actual state of educational affairs.

In short, the people who support accountability should be more certain

about "what is" before they say "what ought to be."

Declining public trust in our educational institutionsis.usually

postulated as an external reason for accountability. External in that

pressures' for a more quantifiable eduCational system comes fromft der-

manding tax-paying citizenry. Internally there i% a move by forces.with-

in the system ,(mostly college professors acting as:consultants to govern-

ment sponsored programs) to professionalize education through accounta-

bility.

The 'reasoning behind such a move is presumably to enforce a higher

standard of academic rigor in education so that it might be in a more

favorable position to be considered a profession. It is true that ed-

ucation is quite readily referred to by members in the field as a pro-

fession. However!, acceptance of education as a profession by,individ-

uals outside the field seems to be widely questioned.

Furthermore, -it is not likely that any system of accountability

will lead to a professionalization bf education throUgh an explicit
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set of principles and practices. A well defined set of practices

has not been nor is it likely to be established in education as in

medicine,or law. Education is a much more ambiguous field than

other professions because of its many borrowed terms and bastardized

cr epts. Another problem is that sheer numbers of individuals in

id, as opposed to a small number in other professions, make

agLvement on standard procedures and practices an impossible situa-

tion. At the same time the very heart of accountability is based

on the control of a set of educational procedures. But education

by the nature of its structure resists such control.

Then too, one must remember that educators have a ready made

clientele. Students do not come to educators because they voluntarily

want their services as they do in other professions.

The vast majority of individuals enrolled in our educational

institutions do not have the option of selecting school X, program

Y and teacher Z because they bdst fulfill their particular educational

needs. In essence educators do not have to demonstrate competence,

unless we' assume that teacher education programs weed out the incom-

'peten;,to build aZs_elf-sustaining practice. The clients for the

practice are already established before even a novice practitioner

of education has one day's experience.

To ask what will happen to a medical doctor if his patients are

never healed is not the same as asking, as some accountability advo-

cates propose, what will happen to educators if their children do not

learn? A doctor will soon be without a practice. Educators will

retain their positions regardless of what happets to their students.
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To be blunt, attempts to professionalize education through accounta-

bility is analogous to beating a dead horse. It is to no avail.

How is Accountability to be Defined

The spectrul of accountability is multicolored. Every spokes-

man either for or against accountability seems to have his own unique

conception of what the topic really means. A reader investigating

the subject for the first time-is immediately confused with a host

of different views, schemes and definitions. Where to turn next to

unravel the tangle of definitions is a real question those interested

in accountability must face. With relatively little effort one could

locate over fifty different definitions and types of educational

accountability in the professional journals and literature. Goal,

process, teacher, outcome, program, transactions and cost are all

modifiers that precede accountability. A philosophical analysis could

be written on the meaning of these words alone. Foi the sake of

brevity, suffice it to say that this maze of words COntradicts the

principle of elarityandquantification for which accountability

stands. The reader of accountability is left 6-his own inferences

and intuition as to what each word means and how they interrelate.

Are intuition, subjective impressions and unverified testimony not

what accountability is fighting against?

To say that the definitions of accountability have been vague

and imprecise is to understate the problem. It might be more appro-

priate to ask ill a cleat understanding of the

/

problem is possible_

considering the complexities of the term. The problem seems to be

that accountability is very much like other,abatract virtues such as

patriotism and goodness. It is easy to saylI am for it but-when' you-
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ask what it is you are for you chnnot say. Accountability is not

amenable to factual description. Therefore, if educational accounta-

bility is not readily definable do we need to introduce another amgi-

guous concept into an already overly ambiguous field? Alkin (1972)

says, "How.can a word that literally means everything mean anything?"

An unanticipated ramification of this lack of clarity has been

that accountability has taken on a negative connotation. School

personnel, especially teachers, feel that accountability is being

used as punishment for not competently performing their jobs. As

a consequence teachers are resistant to its implementation. The

essential question then becomes whether or not accountability can

be implemented if teachers are not receptive to the idea?

AcCountability's Major Focus -

Holding Teachers Responsible

Accountability comes under a multitude of headings and disguises.

The confusion over the vast number of such definitions has been pre-

viou6ly-mentioned in this paper. Since teachers seem to be most dir-

ectly affected by the trends of accountability the current issues

relating to teacher accountability will be singled out for analysis

and discussion.

In practically all systems of accountability Lessinger (1970)

has pointed out that teachers are held primarily responsible for

outcomes, hence the tend outcome accountability.

Outcome accountability is ,the most widely emphasized form of

educational accountability. It is synonymous with the concept of

holding teachers responsible fox what happens in their clasSrooms

1.05
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as a result of an education process. It is fraught with inconsis-

tencies.

Outcome Accountability

Barro (1970) said accountability means that people operating

a school system "should be held responsible for educational outcomes -

for what people learn." This statement is typical of others found

in the literature on educational accountability. It has a scholarly

ring but its vagueness renders it practically meaningless. Inherent

in the statement is an overwhelming lack of specificity. In fact,

Barro's statement reminds one of the same questions encountered'by

a homosexual from Khartoum who carried a lesbian to his mot,,Lroom.

vThe question is who has the right, to do what, ith which
f)
and to

whom. Simply stated, what people are responsible for what part of

the "elusive thing" we call a student's education.

For example, how much of the total responsibility for educating ,

someone lies with the school board, superintendent, principal, guidance

counselor, classroom teacher, parents, or that someone himself.

it not reasonable to assume that each is accountable to some extent

for a certain aspect of the educational program? Then proponents

of accountability might be wise to specify, in something other than

a vague hierarchy, the extent to which each is responsible.

Specifically, who will say exactly what the teacher's responsi-

bility is for a child's understanding of arithmetic computation skills?

If practice sets are, assigned by the teacher as a necessary part of

becoming skilled on the objective and the child refuses to do the

practice exercises then who is responsible? Can the teacher be held

_accountable for this child's apparent lack of motivation on some vague
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grounds that she is an uninspiring educator? What about the parents'

responsibility? Is it their duty to monitor every homework assign-

ment given to their child?

Then occasionally real dilemmas occur. Suppose'a publisher of

instructional materials distributPs a product than

ficiency in arithmetic'computation. All materials are used in pre-

cisely the specified way but the child's skills do not increase.

Who is to be held accountable under these circumstances? The publisher

.

because the materials did not, do what they purported to do? "gbe

teacher because of some unverifiable bias against the materials?

The system curriculum specialist for advising that the materials be

bought?

Cons6quently,.to advocate accountability is not just to advocate

an all embracing generic term. Accountability actually means account-

able for what, accountable to whom and: accountable for how much.

Implicit in the term accountability is that someone knows what others

are accountable for. Otherwise people that support such a system

would be putting themselves in the awkward position of being for

soLethi.0 ng but at the same time not knowing exactly what it is they

are for.

\

_.

To whom, for what and for precisely how much are the most
1""

fundamental questions that must be answered before.a system of edu-

cational accountability is to have sustenance. The less obvious

discrepanbies which will be analyzed in the.following,presentation

reveals even more difficult problems before we presume to hold

teachers accountable for educational outcomes.
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Paramount among these problems is how to resolve differences of

opinion among teachers and administrators concerning the relative

importance of desired educational outcomes. Tt is r

assume ,o41. widely divergent views on education

are going, to emphasize different skills and abilities. The follow W.-,.4

Is illustrative of this point. One teacher may feel the need to

stress the acquisition of knowleeige, another the understanding of
. r,

generalizations and concepts, another the synthesis and applicatioz4

and yet :nocher the critical judgment. This divergent emphasis on

what should be taught leads to some critical ques%4ons regarding

the goals and objectives of education. Which of these skills is

to be considered more important? Who decides which one is to recet.-,

priority? What percentage of each should be emphasized and is this

percentage uniform for all subjects in each grade level throughout

the entire school system? Is the same criterion reference to be

applied to each teacher's classroom regardless of ,hem. level of

dents? Again, at the expense of redundance, could teachers agree

on the emphasis and priority of educational outcomes?

PresuppoSe for a moment that they can. The problem of evaluation

now comes to the forefront. How are educational outcomes mostOftltn

evaluated? Educators, perhaps for practical reasons such as lack of

skills in test construction or time pressures, depend almost entirmly

on nationally-normed tests to evaluate student progress and the re-

larionship of that progress to teacher competencies. However, to

make judgments about student achievement and teacher abilities baser

on a stwodardized test, is to involve one's self in a highly question-

able practice. This is true first of all because the nationally-normed

test is in its!Q.0 a misnomer. A nationally-normed test usually means
108
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the .iorms were established on a few thousand students in the urban

rf ers of the North, a small :,ample in the mid-west, and the remain-

der in California. Does this really mean the test is nationally-

normed? Can the students in Crawfordsville, Georgia be accurately

evaluated by these standards?

In fairness to standardized tests they can not be all things

to all people. The problem does not lie with the tests but the

manner in which they are used. A nationally-normed test usually -

provides only a single, global measure on a very general objective.

Therefore, these tests may fail to assess objectives that relate spe-

cifically to a certain school system if they are not selected and

used with caution. For instance, it is possible for a teacher to

be very effective on any number of objectives with her students but

this effectiveness will never be recorded by the very general assess-

ment of a standardized test. In many cases these tests are simply

too insensitive to pick up the minute but nonetheless important

educational goals. Klein (1972) said "using a nationally-normed test

to evaluate teacher performance and student achievement is like using

a bathroom scale to weigh a letter far its correct postage." Cer-

. tainly the obtained results in comparison to what is really the case

are open to question.

Some proponents of accountability counter this argument by say-

ing that educational goals should be defined narrowly 'so they readily

lend themselves to measurement. Just as there is a danger of mea-

suring too broadly there is an equal danger in defining educational

goals too narrowly for the sake of measurement. This danger is that

educational outcomes will become so constricted that they fail to

contribute anything worthwhile to a child's education.
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Implicit in the foregone discussion is that accountability can

be implemented only in areas where valid and reliable criterion have

been developed for each specific educational goal. Otherwise edu-

cators open themselves to all kinds of perfectly logical attacks

that accountability is a feasible way of imposing educational res-

ponsibility..

Accountability advocates would be hard pressed on logical and

empirical grounds to show that they can accurately measure Such

,fundamental notions as acquisition of information and knowledge or

subject matter. What about accurate measurement of the more intan-

gible goals of our educational programs of which the following are

exemplary?

1. The student's ability and confidence in himself to apply
abstract subject matter learned in the classroom to con-
crete real life situations. There is a difference bet-
ween knowing and doing.

2. The student's feeling that there is worth in doing the
subject matter once it has been mastered.

3. The student's motivation and pursuit of the subject
matter once the formal instruction has been stopped.

While it is at best difficult to measure knowledge and informa-

tion, it is practically impossible to assess motivation to learn,

application of knowledge, and personal usage of ideas learned in

school.

But, suppose for a moment that we do have sufficiently valid

and reliable instruments to measure our educational objectives. The

question now is to specify what is a year's progress in a year's

time for student X, in class Y, at,school 2? A year's progress in

a year's time does not mean the same to a teacher whose class begins

the school year below grade level as it does to one whose class begins
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the school year at or above grade level. Proponents of accountability

counter this argument by saying that statistical adjustment for initial

differences in student abilities resolves this problem. Are we to

assume from this that the analysis of covariance or multiple regres-

sion statistical techniques can adjust for differences in the quality

of living standards to:which different students are exposed? What

about the amount of understanding and support students receive from

parents to pursue their educational interests? Can statistics adjust

for therewards or punishments children receive for their motivation

to learn?

A year's progress in a year's time with all of its confounding.

variables is no simple educational matter. Yet it's oneithat cannot.

be disregarded when educators attempt to implement a system of educa-

tional acnountability.

Summary

Regardless of what method or system of educational accountability

one feels'bestto.strengthen our schools it is likely to be fraught

with' difficulties. Yet these problems have no clear cut answers.

because of the diverse nature of the field of education. A particular

problem of any accountability system seems to be the etphasis on mea-

surement and'evaluation with an ensuing loss of quality of teaching

and learning. Literally, some accountability schemes require so

much evaluation time that little is left for instruction. At the

game time this seems to be contradictory since the aim of accounta-

bility is to strengthen rather than to weaken our educational system.

However, in recognition that the aim of accountability is to strength-

en rather than to weaken our educational system. Jlowever, in xecogni-
..
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tion that the aim of accountability is to improve and strengthen

education it should be continurA. But if we presume to assign res-

ponsibility to educators for what happens to students via some

vaguely defined educational process then many questions must first

be answered. To whom, for what, and how much are seemingly simple

questions; however, when these questions are applied to accounta-

bility they take on a complexity hitherto unmatched in education.
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